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When someone seeks," said Siddhartha, "then it easily happens

that his eyes see only the thing that he seeks,

and he is able to find nothing, to take in

nothing because he always thinks only about the thing he

is seeking, because he has one goal, because he

is obsessed with his goal. Seeking means: having a goal.

But finding means: being free, being open, having no goal.

-Hermann Hesse

Tornarem a sofrir,

tornarem a lluitar,

tornarem a guanyar.

-Lluís Companys

Winning isn’t about finishing in first place.

It isn’t about beating the others.

It is about overcoming yourself.

Overcoming your body, your limitations, and your fears.

Winning means surpassing yourself

and turning your dreams into reality.

-Kilian Jornet

Successful people are 100% convinced that

they are masters of their own destiny,

they’re not creatures of circumstance,

they create circumstance, if the circumstances

around them suck, they change them.

-Jordan Belfort

To my family, because they have taught me how to think,

providing me the freedom to choose what to think.
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Resum

La ciència de les xarxes (o network science) ha avançat significativament en l’última

dècada, proporcionant coneixement sobre l’estructura subjacent i la dinàmica de

les xarxes complexes (o complex networks). Infraestructures crítiques com xarxes

de telecomunicacions, xarxes elèctriques o xarxes de transport, entre d’altres, són

exemples de xarxes complexes omnipresents, ja que juguen un paper fonamental

per garantir el bon funcionament de la vida moderna. Aquestes xarxes han de lidiar

constantment amb fallades dels seus components. L’objecte del nostre estudi es

centra principalment en les xarxes de telecomunicacions, encara que eventualment,

en la fase final de la tesi, s’ha estès per tal de cobrir altres tipus de xarxes complexes.

A la literatura s’han proposat diverses estratègies per mitigar els efectes de les fallades

simples (d’un sol component). No obstant això, hi ha un buit present en la literatura

de les xarxes complexes pel que fa a escenaris de fallades múltiples, on els esquemes

de protecció i restauració tradicionals no són adequats degut a la gran quantitat

de recursos que serien necessaris. En aquests casos, el concepte de robustesa (o

robustness) s’utilitza per tal de quantificar com de bona és una xarxa quan es produeix

una fallada a gran escala.

L’objectiu d’aquesta tesi és, en primer lloc, investigar les amenaces actuals de les

xarxes d’avui en dia que poden portar a escenaris de fallades múltiples i, en segon lloc,

proposar nous indicadors capaços de quantificar la robustesa d’aquestes xarxes. Els

treballs que s’han dut a terme durant aquesta tesi són el resultat d’una metodologia

que s’ha basat en un increment de la complexitat gradual i la validació de resultats

parcials a través de peer-reviewing. Com a conseqüència, d’una banda, s’han definit i

estudiat diferents tipus d’escenaris de fallades múltiples, mentre que d’altra banda,

hem proporcionant mètriques de robustesa aplicables als escenaris corresponents.

En aquesta línia, i en relació amb escenaris de fallades múltiples, s’identifiquen els

errors dinàmics com un aspecte clau a tenir en compte. En particular, ens hem

centrat en els errors de tipus epidèmic en xarxes de telecomunicacions. Per tant,

una de les principals aportacions d’aquesta tesi està relacionada amb el modelatge

de fallades múltiples. En aquest treball introduïm i refinem la precisió del model

5
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epidèmic Susceptible-Infected-Disabled (SID), el qual s’aplica a la majoria dels nostres

estudis de robustesa posteriors.

La part fonamental de les contribucions d’aquesta tesi és el conjunt de mètriques de

robustesa que es proposen, les quals són capaces d’avaluar la robustesa de la xarxa

sota escenaris de fallades múltiples. Alguns d’aquests indicadors es centren en nous

escenaris de fallades múltiples (com epidèmies). D’altres, en canvi, són procediments

genèrics adequats per avaluar la robustesa en qualsevol escenari de fallades múltiples

i que, a més, es poden utilitzar per a aplicacions de monitorització en temps real.

Els resultats d’aquesta tesi mostren que algunes xarxes que són robustes quan es

produeix un escenari de fallades múltiples, poden exhibir una alta vulnerabilitat sota

altres escenaris. Aquest efecte depèn de la estructura subjacent de la xarxa, dels

serveis que suporta aquesta, i del tipus d’escenari de fallada.
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Resumen

La ciencia de la redes (o network science) ha avanzado significativamente en la úl-

tima década, proporcionando conocimiento acerca de la estructura subyacente y la

dinámica de las redes complejas (o complex networks). Infraestructuras críticas como

redes de telecomunicaciones, redes eléctricas o redes de transporte, entre otras, son

ejemplos de redes complejas omnipresentes, ya que juegan un papel fundamental

para garantizar el buen funcionamiento de la vida moderna. Estas redes tienen que

lidiar constantemente con fallos de sus componentes. El objeto de nuestro estudio se

centra principalmente en las redes de telecomunicaciones, aunque eventualmente,

en la fase final de la tesis, se ha extendido para cubrir otros tipos de redes complejas.

En la literatura se han propuesto varias estrategias para mitigar los efectos de los

fallos simples (de un sólo componente). Sin embargo, existe un vacío presente en la

literatura de las redes complejas con respecto a escenarios de fallos múltiples, donde

los esquemas de protección y restauración tradicionales no son adecuados debido

a la gran cantidad de recursos que serían necesarios. En estos casos, el concepto de

robustez (o robustness) se utiliza con el fin de cuantificar cómo de buena es una red

cuando se produce un fallo a gran escala.

El objetivo de esta tesis es, en primer lugar, investigar las amenazas actuales de las

redes de hoy en día que pueden llevar a escenarios de fallos múltiples y, en segundo

lugar, proponer nuevos indicadores capaces de cuantificar la robustez de estas redes.

Los trabajos que se han llevado a cabo durante esta tesis son el resultado de una

metodología que se ha basado en un incremento de la complejidad gradual y la

validación de resultados parciales a través de peer-reviewing. Como consecuencia, por

un lado, se han definido y estudiado diferentes tipos de escenarios de fallos múltiples,

mientras que por otro lado, hemos proporcionando métricas de robustez aplicables a

los escenarios correspondientes.

En esta línea, y en relación con escenarios de fallos múltiples, se identifican los fallos

dinámicos como un aspecto clave a tener en cuenta. En particular, nos hemos cen-

trado en los fallos de tipo epidémico en redes de telecomunicaciones. Por lo tanto,

una de las principales aportaciones de esta tesis está relacionada con el modelado

7
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de fallos múltiples. En este trabajo introducimos y refinamos la precisión de el mod-

elo epidémico Susceptible-Infected-Disabled (SID), el cual se aplica a la mayoría de

nuestros estudios de robustez posteriores.

La parte fundamental de las contribuciones de esta tesis es el conjunto de métricas de

robustez que se proponen, las cuales son capaces de evaluar la robustez de la red bajo

escenarios de fallos múltiples. Algunos de estos indicadores se centran en nuevos

escenarios de fallos múltiples (como epidemias). El resto de métricas propuestas son

procedimientos genéricos adecuados para evaluar la robustez en cualquier escenario

de fallos múltiples y que, además, se pueden utilizar para aplicaciones de monitoreo

en tiempo real.

Los resultados de esta tesis muestran que algunas redes que son robustas cuando se

produce un escenario de fallos múltiples, pueden exhibir una alta vulnerabilidad bajo

otros escenarios. Este efecto depende de la estructura subyacente de la red, de los

servicios que soporta ésta, y del tipo de escenario de fallo.
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Abstract

Network science has significantly advanced in the last decade, providing insights into

the underlying structure and dynamics of complex networks. Critical infrastructures

such as telecommunication networks, power grids or transportation networks, among

others, are complex networks which are omnipresent and play a pivotal role in ensur-

ing the smooth functioning of modern day living. These networks have to constantly

deal with failures of their components. Our focus is primarily on telecommunication

networks, although eventually it has been extended to cover other types of complex

networks.

Several strategies to mitigate the effects of single failures have been proposed in the

literature. However, there is a present gap in the complex networks domain, with

respect to multiple failure scenarios, where traditional protection and restoration

schemes are not suitable because of the quantity of resources that would be required.

In these cases, different strategies are needed to mitigate the effects of multiple failures.

The concept of robustness is used in order to quantify just how good a network is under

a large-scale failure scenario.

The aim of this thesis is to, firstly, investigate the current challenges that might lead to

multiple failure scenarios of present day networks and, secondly, to propose novel

metrics able to quantify the network robustness. In addition, the research works

leading to this thesis are the result of a methodology that has been based on the

incremental complexity and the validation of partial results via peer-reviewing. As

a consequence, on the one hand we defined and studied different types of multiple

failure scenarios while, on the other hand, we provided robustness metrics applicable

to the corresponding scenarios.

Along these lines, and concerning multiple failure scenarios, we identify the dynamic

failures as a key aspect to take into account. In particular, we have focused on

epidemic-like failures in telecommunication networks. Therefore, one of the ma-

jor contributions of this thesis is related to the modelling of multiple failures. We

introduce and refine the accuracy of the Susceptible-Infected-Disabled (SID) epi-

demic model, which is then applied to the majority of our subsequent robustness
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studies.

The fundamental part of our contributions is the set of robustness metrics that are

proposed and which are able to assess network robustness under multiple failure

scenarios. Some of these metrics are focused on new multiple failure scenarios (such

as epidemics), while the rest of the proposed metrics are generic procedures suitable

for assessing network robustness under any given multiple failure scenario and, what

is more, can be used for real-time monitoring applications.

The results of this thesis show that some networks that are robust under a given

multiple failure scenario, can reveal a high vulnerability under other scenarios. This

effect depends on the underlying network structure, the services running over such

networks and the type of failure scenario.
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1 Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to (a) outline the motivation for the work conducted

in this thesis; (b) present an overview of the topics in which this thesis is categorised;

and (c) describe the background and previous publications of the research work.

1.1 Motivation

Our civilization is going through an extraordinary and unstoppable evolution. Such

development is strongly related with the constant flourishing of new technologies and

the tremendous progresses that have been done in science in the past decades.

Networks are partially responsible for the blossoming of the modern society: from the

first transcontinental railway networks that were built in the 19th century, including

the appearance of power grids and water distribution networks, to more recent sys-

tems such as telephone networks, or the Internet. In addition, we will soon witness the

new era of the Internet of Things (IoT), where every single element or human being

will be connected to one another. Unquestionably, the tendency of our civilization is

to depend more and more on networks.

The Committee on Network Science for Future Army Applications defines a network

“by its structure (e.g., nodes and links), and its behaviour (what the network does as

a result of the interactions among the nodes and links). A network is always a repre-

sentation or model of observable reality, not the reality itself ” [Lew09]. For instance,

societies are networks of people linked by friendships, or the brain is a network of

nerve cells connected by axons. Many large-scale real-world networks present an un-

derlying complex structure. Such networks have been referred to as complex systems

or complex networks. A comprehensive and detailed explanation of what a complex

network is can be found in [Ste10]. According to van Steen, a complex network is “a
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Chapter 1. Introduction

large collection of interconnected nodes”. Therefore, as it turns out, complex networks

are everywhere (e.g., computer networks or online social networks).

The study of complex networks has attracted significant attention in the past decade.

Critical infrastructures such as telecommunication networks, power grids or trans-

portation networks, among others, are complex networks which are omnipresent and

play a pivotal role in ensuring the smooth functioning of modern day living. Such

networks have to constantly deal with failures of their components. As a consequence,

any disruption of the service provided might have a considerable impact upon sizable

proportions of the world’s inhabitants. Thus, there are two aspects involved in the

study of complex networks that are of paramount importance:

1. The study of the structure of a collection of nodes and links.

2. The study of the dynamic behavior (or dynamic phenomena) of the aggregation

of nodes and links.

This thesis has addressed both aspects. In addition, it has been mostly focused on

telecommunication networks. However, at its last stage, the range of considered

networks has been significantly enlarged by several works.

1.2 Covered topics

Fig. 1.1 shows a diagram where the main covered topics of this thesis are presented.

This thesis belongs to the network science research field. Network science, or the

science of networks, is defined as “the study of the theoretical foundations of network

structure/dynamic behavior and the application of networks to many subfields, such

as social network analysis, collaboration networks (bibliographic citations), synthetic

emergent systems (power grids, the Internet, etc.), physical science systems (phase tran-

sition, percolation theory, etc.), and life systems (epidemics, genetics, etc.).”, according

to Lewis [Lew09].

The diagram depicts a unidirectional relationship of five topics: four being the input

of a fifth. This layout can be explained backwards. The main topic of this thesis is the

robustness of complex networks. Robustness is defined as the ability of a network to

maintain its total throughput under node or link removal [SSYS10].

In order to characterise the network robustness, one should take into account several

aspects:

14
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Recovery	  /	  
Repairing	  

Network science 

Technology	  /	  	  
Service	  

Complex	  
networks	  

Modelling	  of	  
mul>ple	  
failures	  

Robustness	  

Figure 1.1: Topics covered in this thesis

• What type of network is to be studied.

• The target of the assessment: whether it is going to be the underlying physical

structure or the service provided by the network.

• What kind of failures occur. In this thesis we focus on multiple failure scenarios.

• What recovery mechanisms are to be applied after a failure.

Each of these four aspects constitute a whole block of study. Therefore, we have

studied the robustness of complex networks considering the following four topics:

• Technology / Service: Mainly focused on telecommunication networks, this

block defines which telecommunication network technologies have been con-

sidered, as well as which specific type of networks. In addition, it specifies

whether the objective of the study has been to analyze the connections or the

physical connectivity instead.

• Complex networks: Defines what type of networks have been considered.

• Modelling of multiple failures: Describes the taxonomy of failures that has been

used in this thesis.
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• Recovery / Repairing: Partially intersecting with the previous topic, this block

would not be relevant without its failures counterpart. It presents a few strategies

that have been considered under a specific scenario of multiple failures. This is

the topic that has been addressed in a least extent, due to the fact that recovery

or repairing strategies cannot be applied under the majority of multiple failure

scenarios.

Background 

My	  thesis	  

BCDS	  group	  main	  research	  lines	  
	  

•  Protec8on	  evalua8on.	  

•  Survivable	  networks.	  

•  MPLS/GMPLS	  dynamic	  
management	  and	  restora8on.	  	  

•  Mul8tree	  traffic	  engineering	  for	  
point-‐to-‐mul8point	  LSPs	  in	  MPLS	  
Networks.	  

•  New	  rou8ng	  schemes	  

Projects	  
	  

•  TRION	  (Transparent	  Reliable	  
Interdomain	  Overlay	  Network)	  

•  RoGeR	  (Robustness	  against	  Large-‐
Scale	  Failures	  in	  Interdomain	  
rou8ng)	  

•  EULER	  (Experimental	  Updateless	  
Evolu8ve	  Rou8ng)	  

Previous	  Ph.D.	  thesis	  of	  the	  group	  
	  

•  Anna	  Urra:	  Mul$-‐Layer	  Survivability:	  
Rou$ng	  Schemes	  for	  GMPLS-‐based	  
Networks	  (2007)	  

•  Juan	  Segovia:	  Robustness	  against	  
Large-‐Scale	  Failures	  in	  
Communica$ons	  Networks	  (2011)	  	  

Figure 1.2: Background of the doctoral thesis: where does it come from?
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2009	   2010	   2011	   2012	  

January 

December 

Man09	  

MSCV09	  

MSC+10	  

SCH+10	  

CRS+10	  

Man11	  

MCH11	  

SCH+12	  

23rd February 

Final project 

Conferences / 
Workshops 

Journals 

Legend 

Corresponding  
author 
Strathclyde  
University 

Figure 1.3: Timeline chart before starting the doctoral thesis.

1.3 Background

“Where does this thesis come from?” Fig. 1.2 presents the three reasons that defined the

frame in which the research conducted in this work was initiated. As observed, this

work has been done within the Broadband Communications and Distributed Systems

(BCDS) research group of the University of Girona. The main research lines of the

BCDS group constituted a firm foundation for the work that has been done in this

thesis. In addition, the projects in which the group was involved provided additional

value to the research that was done. Finally, the foremost reasons that triggered this

work were the two theses shown at the lowest part of Fig. 1.2. The theses of Dr. Anna

Urra and Dr. Juan Segovia have been the source this work has been inspired from.

To complement the information regarding the background of this thesis, Fig. 1.3 shows

a timeline chart of the different projects and articles that were done before starting

the doctoral thesis. The diagram shows vertically the years that have comprised this

phase. As depicted, the final project of the technical Computer Science Engineering

Bachelor (a 3-year degree) was the first work that was done [Man09]. In such project,

we presented the Susceptible-Infected-Disabled (SID) epidemic model, which was

used to evaluate the robustness of GMPLS-based (Generalised Multi-Protocol Label
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Switching) networks. Further results originating from the project were presented

at the 2nd Workshop on Multilayer Networks: IP over Transport Networks [MSCV09]

and the 2010 International Symposium on Performance Evaluation of Computer and

Telecommunication Systems (SPECTS) [MSC+10], the latter being the first international

conference to which one of our works was presented. Next, we defined a Continuous-

Time Markov Chain (CTMC) model to characterise the propagation of failures in

optical GMPLS-based rings, which was presented at the 9th Workshop in GMPLS

networks (WGN9) [SCH+10]. This was the first work which was done in collaboration

with another institution. Our first journal paper was published in the IEEE Network

magazine, and defined more rigorously the SID model [CRS+10]. Later on, in the final

project of the Computer Science Engineering Bachelor two new robustness metrics

were presented: the Quantitative Robustness Metric (QNRM) and the Qualitative

Robustness Metrics (QLRM) [Man11]. Further results were then presented at the 3rd

International Workshop on Reliable Networks Design and Modeling (RNDM) [MCH11].

Finally, we extended the study carried out in [SCH+10] by providing a set of guidelines

for selecting appropriate repairing rates to attain specific availability requirements.

The results were published in the Optical Switching and Networking journal [SCH+12].
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2 Objectives

The main objective of this thesis is to investigate, propose and validate new robustness

evaluation mechanisms for complex networks.

Our focus has been mainly on telecommunication networks, although different types

of complex networks have been considered at the last stage of the thesis.

The technical objectives of the thesis are to:

• Model multiple failure scenarios. A taxonomy should be proposed in order to

differentiate the distinct failure scenarios (e.g., static or dynamic).

• Design and implement a network simulator able to work with large networks

(thousands of nodes). The simulator should allow the user to cause multiple

failures. As a consequence, how the service provided by the network is affected

under such failure scenarios must be studied.

• Propose, develop, and validate new measures allowing network operators and

engineers to assess the network robustness on real time.

• Present a categorization of the different robustness degrees that distinct com-

plex networks have.
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3 Methodology, tools and contributors

The aim of this chapter is to (a) reveal the methodology that has been followed in

this thesis; (b) present the tools that have been used; and (c) enumerate the different

collaborators without whom this thesis would not have been possible.

3.1 Methodology

The methodology that has been adopted in this thesis is the incremental complexity

and the validation of partial results via peer-reviewing. As a consequence, this period

has been highly productive with respect to the number of manuscripts that have been

published in both international journals or conferences. Fig. 3.1 presents a timeline

chart of the period comprising the thesis.

Following our methodology, we have presented preliminary results to international

conferences or workshops because the peer-review process requires significantly less

time than for international journals. This has allowed us to receive feedback in order

to improve and mature our contributions, which then have been sent to journals. As a

consequence, two trends are clearly distinguishable: the first year has been mainly

focused to publish our results in well-known international conferences or workshops,

while the rest of the period has been focused on international journals.

In addition, it can also be noted that three stays have been done at University Carlos III

of Madrid (Spain), at the Technical University of Denmark (Denmark) and at Kansas

State University (USA). These stays have triggered the collaboration with several

researchers (see section 3.3).

As mentioned in chapter 2, the network robustness and the modelling of multiple

failure scenarios have been the central part of this thesis. The publications that are
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2012	   2013	   2014	  

December 

Man12	  

MHUC12a	  

MCR+13	  24th February 

Master’s Thesis 

Conferences / 
Workshops 

Journals 

Legend 

TPMCM12	  

MSCM12	  

MMCM12	  

MHUC12b	  

CMM12	  

MTPC12	  

BMK+13	  

BMC+13	  

Submitted 

RMC14	  

MRM14	  MBCK13	  

MCTP+13	  

TMCM13	  

MMR+14	  

MSS+14b	  

MSS+14a	  

MUS+14	  

BKM+14	  

Book chapters 

Corresponding  
author 
University Carlos 
III of Madrid 
Technical University 
of Denmark 
Kansas State 
University 

MCR+14	  

Figure 3.1: Timeline chart of the doctoral thesis

described from now on provide contributions related to these two lines.

The first paper to be published within the period of this thesis was [TPMCM12]. It

was presented at the 2012 International Symposium on Performance Evaluation of

Computer and Telecommunication Systems (SPECTS). In such paper we proposed a

new method to detect communities (a set of nodes with a common characteristic:

e.g., a network region with high edge density), which is based on the traffic that is

exchanged between the nodes of a given network. Results showed that it is possible to

preserve the connections within a community, or between communities, depending

on which nodes are protected. Simultaneously, at the same conference, we presented

the first version of our discrete-event network simulator, PHISON (Playground for

HIgh-level Simulations On Networks) [MSCM12] (see section 3.2). The publication

of our own simulation tool was indispensable in order to continue our research,

and fulfill one of the objectives of this thesis. Then, a robustness analysis of several

real telecommunication networks was presented to the 17th European Conference

on Networks and Optical Communications (NOC) [MMCM12]. Results showed that,

according to the QNRM and QLRM robustness metrics, some real telecommunication

networks are robust in response to a specific type of failure.

In parallel, during a research stay at the University Carlos III of Madrid, we studied a
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well-known cloud gaming platform (OnLive) and conducted a traffic measurement

analysis. The purpose of the paper was to compare the traffic generated by traditional

gaming platforms (such as Xbox or Play Station) with the new cloud gaming platforms.

This study complements the whole topic of this thesis with a real service analysis of

the contemporary telecommunication networks. The results were presented at the

2nd Workshop of Future Internet: Efficiency in high-speed networks (W-FIERRO 2012)

[MHUC12b]. At the same time, an overview of the research that was being conducted

within the BCDS research group at the University of Girona was presented [CMM12].

The work that was done for the Master’s thesis [Man12] lighted the spark and initiated

several works the came a posteriori: we rigorously investigated the robustness of

complex networks under epidemic-like failure scenarios, and proposed a generic

method to characterise the network robustness, regardless of the failure scenario.

At the 4th IEEE/IFIP International Workshop on Reliable Networks Design and Mod-

elling (RNDM) we presented an article where we conducted a robustness analy-

sis of real core telecommunication networks under different epidemic-like attacks

[MTPC12]. This was the first targeted-based study of complex networks under failure

propagation scenarios. In this case, we were selecting according to several criteria

the nodes that were initially infected, and that started to propagate the failure (or

infection). Results revealed that core telecommunication networks react differently

depending on the type of epidemic failure. Additionally, we provided a study of the

repairing times needed to eradicate the different types of epidemics. We showed that

depending on the physical structure of some real networks, a higher cost might be

required in order to maintain an acceptable level of service.

A more detailed traffic analysis of cloud gaming platforms than the one done in

[MHUC12b] was presented at the 11th Annual Workshop on Network and Systems

Support for Games (NetGames) [MHUC12a]. In this paper we provided an overview of

the traffic generated by two cloud gaming platforms: OnLive and Gaikai.

The feedback received while presenting [MTPC12] allowed us to define and propose a

new network measure called Epidemic Survivability (ES), which is able to characterise

the vulnerability of each node of the network under an epidemic-like failure scenario.

Furthermore, we used ES to propose:

• Epidemic Criticality (EC): a robustness measure for dynamic multiple scenarios.

• Two new network immunization strategies, High Epidemic Survivability (HES)

and High Epidemic Survivability Adaptive (HESA).
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These contributions were presented at the 9th International Conference on Design of

Reliable Communication Networks (DRCN), where the manuscript was nominated to

the best paper award [MCR+13]. Results showed that EC is able to differentiate the

criticality of two different networks for a specific epidemic scenario. Moreover, it was

shown that HESA outperformed traditional immunization techniques.

With the advent of cloud computing and the fact that it is integral to the Information

and Communication Technology (ICT) sector, we decided to focus part of our study

to Data Center Networks (DCNs). DCNs constitute the communicational backbone

of the cloud, and hold a pivotal role to ascertain the data center performance and

integrity. Given that a minor degradation of the service would result in enormous

losses, DCNs need to be robust to failures. In our manuscript published in the IEEE

Transactions on Cloud Computing journal [BMK+13], we proposed a mathematical

definition of DCNs, and we evaluated the structural robustness of such networks

under random failures and targeted attacks. Thereafter, we aimed to emphasise the

relationship between the network hierarchy and robustness, and we submitted the

findings to the Physica A journal [BMC+13].

To complement the contributions presented in [BMK+13], the connectivity of DCNs

was evaluated and characterised via the µ-A2TR metric (Average Two-Terminal Re-

liability). The results were published in the IEEE Communications Letters journal

[MBCK13].

At the same time we started to work on the proposal of a generic robustness mea-

sure. The observations and valuable comments that were received by presenting

[MCH11, MMCM12, MTPC12, MCR+13] inspired us to eventually present endurance,

which quantifies the level of robustness supported by a specific network topology

under different types of multiple failure scenarios, giving higher importance to pertur-

bations affecting low percentages of elements of a network. The outcome of this study

was published in the Computer Networks journal [MCTP+13]. Besides presenting

endurance, in this paper we proposed a taxonomy to classify the different types of

multiple failure scenarios. Results showed that the endurance is able to describe the

robustness of a network under different multiple failure scenarios.

Simultaneously, we extended the article presented in [TPMCM12] according to the

feedback that was given by the reviewers, and presented a more detailed and thorough

study, which was accepted for publication in the International Journal of Communi-

cation Systems [TMCM13].

At that point, there was a comment that was done at every single conference/work-

shop venue where we presented our robustness-related works: “(a) Are epidemic-like
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failures possible in core/backbone telecommunication networks? (b) There is no

real data supporting your hypotheses. (c) How can you study a failure scenario that

is not possible?”. With the objective of being able to answer these questions, we

decided to conduct the following study. Given that Software Defined Networking

(SDN) was becoming more prevalent in our society, it would not be surprising to

experience the proliferation of SDN-controlled Transport Networks (SDNTNs). While

doing a research stay at the Technical University of Denmark, we coordinated a multi-

institutional study investigating the main motivations that could lead to epidemic-like

failures in Backbone Transport Networks (BTNs) and SDNTNs. To do so, we enlisted

the expertise of several research groups with significant background in epidemics,

network resiliency, and security. In addition, we considered the experiences of three

network providers. The article was submitted to the IEEE Communications Mag-

azine [MMR+14]. Results showed that Dynamic Transport Networks (DTNs) (e.g.,

GMPLS-based transport networks) are prone to epidemic-like failures. In addition,

we proposed several situations in which a failure can propagate in SDNTNs.

Later on, while doing a research stay at Kansas State University, we solved two open

issues in the network robustness literature: (a) how to dimension several robustness

metrics to allow their summation and (b) how to weight each of the metrics. Our con-

tributions were the R∗-value and the concept of robustness surfaces (Ω). The former

extracts the most informative robustness metric for a failure scenario (i.e., type of

failure and attack strategy), while the latter allows network robustness variations of

different networks to be visually assessed, regardless of the failure scenario. Partial

results were presented at the International School and Conference on Network Science

(NetSci 2014) [MSS+14a], and with the received feedback from several researchers that

got interested in our work, we conducted the entire study and it was submitted to

the Scientific Reports [MSS+14b]. Results showed that a network presents different

robustness surfaces (i.e., dissimilar shapes) depending on the failure scenario and the

set of metrics. In addition, the robustness surface allows the robustness of different

networks to be compared. In fact, robustness surfaces are designed as a visual mon-

itoring tool. First, our approach is applicable to real-time monitoring of a network

through a single value, when it is otherwise implemented according to multiplicity

of correlated metrics with possible inherent redundancy. Second,Ω can be a pivotal

part of a network robustness refinement process:

• Step 1: If the robustness surface presents abrupt slopes, then there are network

elements (nodes or links) which are weaker than the rest, for a given failure

scenario. These elements could be identified by means of traditional robustness

metrics such as the betweenness centrality.
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• Step 2: Enhance or protect the weak elements, for instance, by adding new links

or applying immunization techniques.

• Step 3: Re-evaluate the robustness of a network and, instead of comparing a

large number of robustness metrics, detect through visual inspection if the

network robustness has been improved.

Besides, we extended the study presented in [MCR+13], as suggested in the peer-

review process, by considering a wider range of complex networks, as well as propos-

ing a new measure called cascading survivability. The scope of the study was to

consider the two major dynamic multiple failure scenarios: epidemic and cascading-

like failure propagation scenarios. Results were submitted to the International Journal

of Communications, Network and System Sciences [MCR+14], and showed that distinct

types of complex networks might react differently under dynamic multiple failure

scenarios.

Furthermore, we carried out a more thorough study of the SID epidemic model, which

was previously presented in [MSCV09, MSC+10, CRS+10]. The main reason that trig-

gered this new work was that we observed a difference between the predicted results

of the analytical model and the simulations. As a consequence, we compared the

accuracy of the numerical results obtained from the SID epidemic model with the

results that were obtained from simulations, which resulted to be different depending

on the type of network. To improve the level of accuracy, we proposed a slight modifi-

cation of the equations describing the model. Finally, we obtained much more refined

predictions. These results were published in the Physica A journal [RMC14].

In addition, we studied the strategic placement of recovery resources in a GMPLS-

based network, when epidemic-like failures occur. Results showed that the strategic

placement of recovery resources has better performance than randomly assigning

lower repair times. Moreover, it was shown that an event-driven simulation model can

be highly beneficial for network providers, since it could be used during the network

planning process for facilitating cost-effective network survivability design. These

contributions were presented in the IET Networks journal [MRM14].

During the peer-review process of [MHUC12b, MHUC12a] we where asked to com-

pare in depth different cloud gaming platforms. However, comparing two different

cloud gaming platforms first requires the understanding of the employed protocols,

and since most protocols used by the cloud gaming providers are proprietary, the only

way to understand them is by reverse engineering. Consequently, we carried out a rig-

orous reverse-engineering study of the protocol of the OnLive cloud gaming platform.

Additionally, we presented a network traffic model in order to allow network operators
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Technology / Service 

Protocols	  /	  
paradigms:	  

	  
•  [TS3]	  IP	  
•  [TS4]	  Physical	  
•  [TS5]	  GMPLS	  
•  [TS6]	  SDN	  

RouCng	  schemes:	  
	  

•  [TS11]	  Shortest-‐path	  

Network	  types:	  
	  
•  [TS7]	  Metropolitan	  area	  networks	  
•  [TS8]	  Backbone	  transport	  

networks	  
•  [TS9]	  Inter-‐domain	  networks	  
•  [TS10]	  Data	  center	  networks	  

Service	  considered:	  
	  
•  [TS1]	  ConnecCvity	  
•  [TS2]	  ConnecCon	  

Figure 3.2: Technology / Service.

to design and give the proper dimension to future networks. These contributions were

published in the Multimedia Systems journal [MUS+14].

To conclude, we cooperated with several researchers in order to write a book chapter

about DCNs, which was published in the Handbook on Data Centers, of Springer-

Verlag [BKM+14].

3.1.1 Relationship between the articles and the covered topics

In chapter 1, section 1.2, an overview of the main topics that this thesis has covered

has been presented. Here, we detail each of the blocks shown in Fig. 1.1, and we

associate each of the subtopics of each block to the articles that have been listed in

the previous section. We believe that the dissection provided below gives a thorough

overview of this thesis.

The first block is shown in Fig. 3.2, which relates to Technology and Service. As ob-

served, it is divided into four areas: the service considered, protocols and paradigms,

networks types and routing schemes. Each of the subtopics within those areas have
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Table 3.1: Articles that have covered topics of Technology / Service.

Subtopics Articles

[TS1] [Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12, MSCM12, MMCM12,
CMM12, Man12, MTPC12, MCR+13, BMC+13, BMK+13,
MBCK13, MCTP+13, MSS+14a, MSS+14b, MCR+14]

[TS2] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, SCH+10, CRS+10, Man11,
MCH11, SCH+12, TPMCM12, MSCM12, MMCM12,
CMM12, Man12, MRM14, MCTP+13, TMCM13]

[TS3] [Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, MHUC12b, MTPC12,
MHUC12a, MCR+13, BMC+13, RMC14, BMK+13,
MBCK13, TMCM13, MMR+14, MUS+14, BKM+14]

[TS4] [Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12, MMCM12, Man12,
MTPC12, BMC+13, RMC14, BMK+13, MBCK13, TMCM13,
MCR+14]

[TS5] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, SCH+10, CRS+10, SCH+12,
Man12, MRM14, MMR+14]

[TS6] [MMR+14]
[TS7] [SCH+10, SCH+12, MHUC12b, MHUC12a, MUS+14]
[TS8] [Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12, MMCM12, MHUC12b,

Man12, MTPC12, MHUC12a, MCR+13, RMC14, MRM14,
TMCM13, MMR+14, MUS+14, MCR+14]

[TS9] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, Man11, MCH11, MHUC12b,
MHUC12a, BMC+13, MUS+14]

[TS10] [MHUC12b, MHUC12a, BMC+13, BMK+13, MBCK13,
MUS+14, BKM+14]

[TS11] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, SCH+10, CRS+10, Man11,
MCH11, TPMCM12, MMCM12, Man12, MCTP+13,
TMCM13]
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•  [CN2]	  Synthe:c	  	  
	  

Type	  of	  networks:	  	  
	  
Real:	  
•  [CN3]	  Telecommunica:ons	  
•  [CN4]	  Power	  grids	  
•  [CN5]	  Transporta:on	  
•  [CN6]	  Water	  distribu:on	  
•  [CN7]	  Railway	  
•  [CN8]	  Biological	  
•  [CN9]	  Social	  
•  [CN10]	  Online	  social	  	  
•  [CN11]	  Collabora:ve	  
	  

	  
Synthe:c:	  	  
•  [CN12]	  Random	  
•  [CN13]	  Power-‐law	  
•  [CN14]	  Small-‐

world	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  
	  

Figure 3.3: Complex networks.

been labeled. Table 3.1 presents a classification of which of our articles have addressed

a specific subtopic.

The second block, about Complex Networks, is shown in Fig. 3.3. It aims to classify the

different network topologies that have been used in this thesis. As observed, they can

be either real or synthetic.

Most of the real telecommunication networks that we have worked with are from

the Internet topology zoo, which can be found at http://www.topology-zoo.org/.

The rest of real networks have been obtained by contacting the authors of several

works that were presenting such network topologies, from the DIMES project (http:

//www.netdimes.org) or the SNAP project (http://snap.stanford.edu).

Regarding the synthetic networks, we have mainly considered three types: random,

power-law and small-world networks.

The Erdős-Rényi (ER) model [Bol01] is related with random networks. The term

“random” refers here to the fact that, during the generation of a graph instance, the

arrangement of links is disordered. Random networks are a primitive and crude
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Table 3.2: Articles that have covered topics of Complex networks.

Subtopics Articles

[CN1] [SCH+10, Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12, MSCM12,
MMCM12, MHUC12b, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12,
MHUC12a, MCR+13, BMC+13, RMC14, BMK+13, MRM14,
MBCK13, TMCM13, MMR+14, MSS+14a, MSS+14b,
MUS+14, MCR+14, BKM+14]

[CN2] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, CRS+10, Man11, MCH11,
TPMCM12, MSCM12, CMM12, Man12, MCR+13,
BMC+13, RMC14, MCTP+13, TMCM13]

[CN3] [SCH+10, Man11, MCH11, SCH+12, TPMCM12, MSCM12,
MMCM12, MHUC12b, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12,
MHUC12a, MCR+13, BMC+13, RMC14, BMK+13, MRM14,
MBCK13, TMCM13, MMR+14, MUS+14, MCR+14,
BKM+14]

[CN4] [BMC+13, MSS+14b, MCR+14]
[CN5] [BMC+13, MCR+14]
[CN6] [MCR+14]
[CN7] [MSS+14a, MSS+14b]
[CN8] [MCR+14]
[CN9] [MCR+14]

[CN10] [MCR+14]
[CN11] [MCR+14]
[CN12] [Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12, MSCM12, CMM12, Man12,

MCR+13, RMC14, MCTP+13, TMCM13]
[CN13] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12,

Man12, MCR+13, BMC+13, RMC14, MCTP+13, TMCM13]
[CN14] [Man11, MCH11, Man12, MCR+13, MCTP+13]
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Table 3.3: Articles that have covered topics of Modelling of multiple failures and
Modelling of recovering policies.

Subtopics Articles

[MMF1] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, SCH+10, CRS+10, Man11,
MCH11, SCH+12, TPMCM12, MSCM12, MMCM12,
CMM12, Man12, MTPC12, MCR+13, BMC+13, RMC14,
BMK+13, MRM14, MBCK13, MCTP+13, TMCM13,
MMR+14, MSS+14b, MCR+14]

[MMF2] [MSS+14a, MSS+14b]
[MMF3] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, SCH+10, CRS+10, Man11,

MCH11, SCH+12, TPMCM12, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12,
MTPC12, MCR+13, BMC+13, RMC14, BMK+13, MRM14,
MBCK13, MCTP+13, TMCM13, MMR+14, MSS+14a,
MSS+14b, MCR+14]

[MMF4] [TPMCM12, MSCM12, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12,
MCR+13, BMC+13, BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13,
MMR+14, MSS+14a, MSS+14b]

[MMF5] [Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12, MSCM12, MMCM12,
CMM12, Man12, MCR+13, BMC+13, BMK+13, MBCK13,
MCTP+13, TMCM13, MMR+14, MSS+14a, MSS+14b]

[MMF6] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, SCH+10, CRS+10, Man11,
MCH11, SCH+12, MMCM12, Man12, MTPC12, MCR+13,
RMC14, MRM14, MMR+14, MCR+14]

[RR1] [TPMCM12, MCR+13]
[RR2] [SCH+12, MTPC12, MRM14, MCR+13]
[RR3] [MTPC12, MCR+13]
[RR4] [TPMCM12, MRM14, MCR+13]

representation of complex networks whereby nodes are randomly connected such

that the variance in nodal degree is relatively small. They are characterised by a

Poisson degree sequence distribution for large number of nodes (n), and the binomial

distribution for small n.

The Barabási-Albert model [BA99] is related to scale-free networks. A scale-free net-

work is a network with degree sequence distribution obeying a power-law form. This

is the reason that often, BA-generated networks are also called power-law networks.

In scale-free networks the topology is such that some vertices, known as hubs, have

degrees that are orders of magnitude larger than the average degree.

The Watts and Strogatz (WS) model [WS98] is related to small-world networks. The
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Modelling of multiple  
failures 

Object	  of	  failure:	  
	  

•  [MMF1]	  Node	  
•  [MMF2]	  Link	  

Strategy:	  
	  

•  [MMF3]	  Accidental	  or	  random	  
•  [MMF4]	  IntenConal	  or	  targeted	  
	  

Temporal	  scope:	  
	  

•  [MMF5]	  StaCc	  
•  [MMF6]	  Dynamic	  
	  

Modelling of recovering policies 

When	  failures	  are:	  
	  

•  [RR1]	  StaCc	  
•  [RR2]	  Dynamic	  

(ImmunizaCon)	  

Strategy:	  
	  

•  [RR3]	  Random	  
•  [RR4]	  Targeted	  

Figure 3.4: Modelling of multiple failures and recovering policies.
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Robustness 

Classical:	  
	  

•  [R1]	  Efficiency	  
•  [R2]	  Average	  shortest-‐path	  length	  
•  [R3]	  Diameter	  
•  [R4]	  Clustering	  coefficient	  
•  [R5]	  Node	  and	  link	  connecEvity	  
•  [R6]	  Heterogeneity	  
•  [R7]	  Two-‐terminal	  reliability	  
•  [R8]	  AssortaEvity	  
•  [R9]	  Betweenness	  centrality	  

Advanced:	  
	  

•  [R10]	  Path	  diversity	  
•  [R11]	  Symmetry	  raEo	  
•  [R12]	  Algebraic	  connecEvity	  
•  [R13]	  Spectral	  radius	  

Contemporary:	  
	  

•  [R14]	  ElasEcity	  
•  [R15]	  R-‐value	  

Our	  proposals:	  
	  

•  [R16]	  QNRM	  
•  [R17]	  QLRM	  
•  [R18]	  Endurance	  
•  [R19]	  Epidemic	  survivability	  
•  [R20]	  Epidemic	  criEcality	  
•  [R21]	  DeterioraEon	  
•  [R22]	  μ-‐A2TR	  	  
•  [R23]	  Cascading	  survivability	  
•  [R24]	  R*	  
•  [R25]	  Robustness	  surfaces	  

Figure 3.5: Robustness.

term “small-world” comes from the fact that these networks have relatively short

average path length, also known as small-world effect [Mie11].

Table 3.2 shows what networks have been considered in each of the articles carried

out during this thesis. It can be noted that most of the works have focused on real

telecommunication networks (label CN3), as well as synthetic networks (labels CN12,

CN13 and CN14).

The third and fourth blocks are detailed in Fig. 3.4. The modelling of multiple failures

is divided into three areas: object of failure, strategy and temporal scope. In addition,

the modelling of recovering policies is partitioned into two areas: the type of the failures

(static or dynamic) and the strategy. The relationship between our manuscripts and

these two blocs is once more presented in Table 3.3. It is interesting to indicate that

most of our works have been focused on node failures, and that the modelling of
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Table 3.4: A. Articles that have covered topics of Robustness: classical, advanced and
contemporary.

Subtopics Articles

[R1] [MSS+14b]
[R2] [CRS+10, Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12, MMCM12,

CMM12, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12, MCR+13, BMC+13,
BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13, TMCM13, MSS+14b,
MCR+14]

[R3] [Man09, MSCV09, MSC+10, CRS+10, Man11, MCH11,
TPMCM12, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12,
BMC+13, BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13, TMCM13,
MSS+14b]

[R4] [Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12,
MCR+13, BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13, MSS+14b,
MCR+14]

[R5] [Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12,
BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13, MSS+14b]

[R6] [Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12,
BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13, MSS+14b]

[R7] [Man11, MCH11, MSCM12, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12,
MTPC12, BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13, MSS+14b]

[R8] [Man11, MCH11, TPMCM12, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12,
MTPC12, MCR+13, BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13,
TMCM13, MSS+14b, MCR+14]

[R9] [TPMCM12, MSCM12, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12,
MTPC12, MCR+13, BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13,
TMCM13, MSS+14a, MSS+14b, MCR+14]

[R10] [MSS+14b]
[R11] [Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12, BMK+13,

MCTP+13, MSS+14b]
[R12] [Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12, MTPC12,

MCR+13, BMC+13, BMK+13, MBCK13, MCTP+13,
MSS+14b, MCR+14]

[R13] [CRS+10, Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, CMM12, Man12,
MTPC12, MCR+13, BMC+13, RMC14, BMK+13, MBCK13,
MCTP+13, MSS+14b, MCR+14]

[R14] [CMM12, Man12, MCTP+13, MSS+14a, MSS+14b]
[R15] [CMM12, Man12, MCTP+13, MSS+14a, MSS+14b]
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Table 3.5: B. Articles that have covered topics of Robustness: our proposals

Subtopics Articles

[R16] [Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, CMM12]
[R17] [Man11, MCH11, MMCM12, CMM12]
[R18] [Man12, MCTP+13, MSS+14b]
[R19] [MCR+13, MCR+14]
[R20] [MCR+13]
[R21] [BMC+13, BMK+13]
[R22] [MBCK13]
[R23] [MCR+14]
[R24] [MSS+14a, MSS+14b]
[R25] [MSS+14a, MSS+14b]

recovering policies has been less addressed than the one of multiple failures.

Finally, the fifth and most important block is presented in Fig. 3.5, which is related

to the network robustness. As observed, we present the traditional classification of

robustness metrics: classical, advanced and contemporary. In addition, our proposals

area is entirely dedicated to list the ten different robustness metrics that have been

presented in this thesis. Tables 3.4 and 3.5 present what metrics have been consid-

ered in each of our manuscripts. It is worth noting that we have considered almost

uniformly the available robustness metrics in the literature.

3.2 Tools

The tools that have been used in this thesis are detailed below:

• PHISON: A discrete-event network simulator that has been developed in col-

laboration with Dr. Juan Segovia. PHISON is written in Java and its purpose is

to facilitate the study of diverse phenomena related with complex networks. It

allows the user to analyse the topological structure of networks, study dynamical

aspects of such networks, and evaluate the effects that failures might cause on

the services provided by such networks. At the moment there is only one service

considered by PHISON, connections, which are path-oriented communications

between network nodes. It can be found in http://bcds.udg.edu/phison.

• R: A free software programming language, which is widely used for developing

statistical software and data analysis. The igraph for R library has been used in
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order to generate synthetic complex networks, as well as to plot several of the

results of the articles outlined in the previous section.

• Matlab: A computing environment that allows matrix manipulations, plotting

functions and numerical computing. It has been widely used for the whole

period of the thesis in order to generate numerical results, as well as to carry out

complex mathematical operations.

• Perl: A scripting language that has been used in order to parse large amounts of

results that were generated by PHISON.

• LaTeX: A high-quality document preparation system. It is extensively used to

write and publish scientific documents in many fields. It uses a TeX typesetting

program for formatting the output. LaTeX has been used as the primarily tool to

write the manuscripts presented in this thesis.

3.3 Contributors

It is well-known that knowledge sharing plays a pivotal role in the research field. By

teaming up it is possible to conquer frontiers that would have never been imagined.

“L’union fait la force” (unity makes strength) has been the leitmotif of this thesis. Being

able to collaborate with different universities has been of inestimable value for the

progress of this thesis.

In Fig. 3.6 the set of the contributors with whom we have worked jointly is presented.

Besides the supervisor of this thesis (Eusebi Calle, on the top left), this work has co-

authored papers with 23 researchers, from 11 different countries, who conduct their

professional career in 9 different research institutions. Not counting University of

Girona, University Carlos III of Madrid (Spain) has provided the largest number of

collaborators, 6. In second place we find Kansas State University, with 3. Then the

University of Zagreb (Croatia), North Dakota State University (USA) and the Technical

University of Denmark (Denmark) come with 2 co-authors. Lastly, we have teamed up

with one researcher of Strathclyde University (Scotland), Raytheon BBN Technologies

(USA) and University of Sydney (Australia), respectively.

At the time this thesis is being written, some of the co-authors that were still PhD

candidates while we were collaborating, have already defended their PhD. Therefore,

it can be said that the full list of partners of this thesis is composed of PhDs and

Professors.

To conclude, it is worth noting that it is not trivial to collaborate with foreign research
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institutions. Differences in time zones are the most difficult drawback to overcome.

In any case, at the end the result is extremely satisfying, and it helps to gather insight

and experience in how to work with heterogeneous teams.
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Figure 3.6: Set of contributors that have co-authored papers of the thesis.38
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4 Endurance: a new robustness mea-
sure for complex networks under
multiple failure scenarios
M. Manzano, E. Calle, V. Torres-Padrosa, J. Segovia, D. Harle. Endurance: a new robustness

measure for complex networks under multiple failure scenarios. Computer Networks, Volume

57, Issue 17, Pages 3641-3653. (2013).

4.1 Abstract

Society is now, more than ever, highly dependent on the large-scale networks that

underpin its functions. In relatively recent times, significant failures have occurred on

large-scale networks that have a considerable impact upon sizable proportions of the

world’s inhabitants. The failure of infrastructure has, in turn, begot a subsequent loss

of services supported by that network. Consequently, it is now vitally important to

evaluate the robustness of such networks in terms of the services supported by the

network in question. Evaluating network robustness is integral to service provisioning

and thus any network should include explicit indication of the impact upon service

performance. Traditionally, network robustness metrics focused solely on topological

characteristics, although some new approaches have considered, to a degree, the

services supported by such networks. Several shortcomings of these new metrics

have been identified. With the purpose of solving the drawbacks of these metrics,

this paper presents a new measure called endurance, which quantifies the level of

robustness supported by a specific topology under different types of multiple failure

scenarios, giving higher importance to perturbations affecting low percentages of

elements of a network. In this paper, endurance of six synthetic complex networks is

computed for a range of defined multiple failure scenarios, taking into account the

connection requests that cannot be satisfied. It is demonstrated that our proposal is

able to quantify the robustness of a network under given multiple failure scenarios.

Finally, results show that different types of networks react differently depending on

the type of multiple failure.
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Abstract 

Society is now, more than ever, highly dependent on the large-scale networks that underpin its 

functions. In relatively recent times, significant failures have occurred on large-scale networks that 

have a considerable impact upon sizable proportions of the world’s inhabitants. The failure of 

infrastructure has, in turn, begot a subsequent loss of services supported by that network. 

Consequently, it is now vitally important to evaluate the robustness of such networks in terms of the 

services supported by the network in question. Evaluating network robustness is integral to service 

provisioning and thus any network should include explicit indication of the impact upon service 

performance. Traditionally, network robustness metrics focused solely on topological characteristics, 

although some new approaches have considered, to a degree, the services supported by such 

networks. Several shortcomings of these new metrics have been identified. With the purpose of 

solving the drawbacks of these metrics, this paper presents a new measure calledendurance, which 

quantifies the level of robustness supported by a specific topology under different types of multiple 

failure scenarios, giving higher importance to perturbations affecting low percentages of elements of a 

network. In this paper, endurance of six synthetic complex networks is computed for a range of 

defined multiple failure scenarios, taking into account the connection requests that cannot be 

satisfied. It is demonstrated that our proposal is able to quantify the robustness of a network under 

given multiple failure scenarios. Finally, results show that different types of networks react differently 

depending on the type of multiple failure. 
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5 On the Connectivity of Data Center
Networks

M. Manzano, K. Bilal, E. Calle, S. U. Khan. On the Connectivity of Data Center Networks.

IEEE Communications Letters, Volume 17, Issue 11, Pages 2172-2175. (2013).

5.1 Abstract

Data Center Networks (DCNs) constitute the communication backbone for the cloud

computing paradigm. Recently, network connectivity analysis in terms of reliability

has received attention from the network research community. The traditional network

features are useful; however, they are insufficient to determine how well-connected or

well-designed a DCN is against the node or link removals. In this letter, we present a

connectivity analysis of three well-known DCN architectures, namely: (a) ThreeTier,

(b) FatTree, and (c) DCell. Our analysis reveals that the classic connectivity measures

are inadequate for evaluating DCN connectivity. Therefore, we propose µ-A2TR, a

novel metric to characterize network connectivity in the case of node or link failures.

Experimental results reveal that the DCNs exhibit a moderate level of connectivity

in the case of random node removals. However, connectivity decays abruptly when

considering the targeted nodes removal. Moreover, the connectivity analysis depicts

significant differences among the considered DCNs.
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Abstract 

 

Data Center Networks (DCNs) constitute the communication backbone for the cloud computing 

paradigm. Recently, network connectivity analysis in terms of reliability has received attention from 

the network research community. The traditional network features are useful; however, they are 

insufficient to determine how well‐connected or well‐designed a DCN is against the node or link 

removals. In this letter, we present a connectivity analysis of three well‐known DCN architectures, 

namely: (a) ThreeTier, (b) FatTree, and (c) DCell. Our analysis reveals that the classic connectivity 

measures are inadequate for evaluating DCN connectivity. Therefore, we propose μ‐A2TR, a novel 

metric to characterize network connectivity in the case of node or link failures. Experimental results 

reveal that the DCNs exhibit a moderate level of connectivity in the case of random node removals. 

However, connectivity decays abruptly when considering the targeted nodes removal. Moreover, 

the connectivity analysis depicts significant differences among the considered DCNs. 
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6 Unveiling Potential Failure Propa-
gation Scenarios in Core Transport
Networks

Marc Manzano, Anna Manolova Fagertun, Sarah Ruepp, Eusebi Calle, Caterina Scoglio,

Ali Sydney, Antonio de la Oliva, Alfonso Muñoz. Unveiling Potential Failure Propaga-

tion Scenarios in Core Transport Networks. Submitted to the IEEE Communications

Magazine. (2014).

6.1 Abstract

The contemporary society has become more dependent on telecommunication net-

works. Novel services and technologies supported by such networks, such as cloud

computing or e-Health, hold a vital role in modern day living. Large-scale failures are

prone to occur, thus being a constant threat to business organizations and individuals.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no publicly available reports regarding failure

propagation in core transport networks. Furthermore, Software Defined Networking

(SDN) is becoming more prevalent in our society and we can envision more SDN-

controlled Backbone Transport Networks (BTNs) in the future. For this reason, we

investigate the main motivations that could lead to epidemic-like failures in BTNs and

SDNTNs. To do so, we enlist the expertise of several research groups with significant

background in epidemics, network resiliency, and security. In addition, we consider

the experiences of three network providers. Our results illustrate that Dynamic Trans-

port Networks (DTNs) are prone to epidemic-like failures. Moreover, we propose

different situations in which a failure can propagate in SDNTNs. We believe that the

key findings will aid network engineers and the scientific community to predict this

type of disastrous failure scenario and plan adequate survivability strategies.
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7 Results

This chapter outlines the main results derived from this thesis. All of our contributions

target either the modelling of multiple failure scenarios, the study of the robustness of

complex networks, and in a less extent, the protection and recovery of network ele-

ments under multiple failure scenarios. According to our methodology (see chapter 3),

we have been able to constantly increase the complexity of our work. Therefore, the

same contribution/proposal can be related to more than one manuscript.

Our modelling of multiple failures contributions are:

1. A multiple failure taxonomy: In order to model multiple failures, we required a

clear, simple and inclusive multiple failure classification. In [MCH11, MCTP+13],

we identified that multiple failure scenarios proposed in the literature can be

broadly classified as either random or targeted scenarios. In a random multiple

failure case, node and link failures occur as a result of random actions on net-

work elements (e.g., natural disasters). On the contrary, elements in a targeted

multiple failure are chosen in order to maximise the impact of such failures and

there is an element of discrimination. Additionally, both types of attacks can be

either static or dynamic. Static multiple failures are essentially one-off failures

that affect one or more elements (nodes or links) simultaneously at any given

point. Dynamic failures have a temporal dimension. Epidemic-like or cascading

failures are an example of dynamic failures. It is worth noting that there were

previous taxonomies, which we enhanced in our proposal in order to consider

dynamic multiple failure scenarios.

2. A novel epidemic model for telecommunication networks: The problem of

epidemics, also referred to as virus spreading or failure propagation, has at-

tracted huge interest among the scientific community. Although there are sev-

eral families described in the literature dealing with epidemic models, none of
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them could be used to model a failure propagation in GMPLS-based networks.

Therefore, we extended the SIS model by proposing the SID epidemic model

[MSCV09, MSC+10, SCH+10, CRS+10, MCH11, SCH+12, MMCM12, MTPC12,

MCR+13]. In our model, each node of the network can be in one of three states:

susceptible (uninfected), infected, or disabled. The disabled state takes into

account the fact that an infected node could degrade to complete nodal failure

(i.e., control and data plane failure). When a node becomes disabled, all con-

nections crossing that node are removed. In that case, the node needs a process

to be repaired, and the time needed is directly proportional to the MTTR.

3. Description of possible epidemic-like failure scenarios in telecommunica-
tion networks: We carried out a thorough study in order to identify which

situations could lead to epidemic-like failure propagation in BTNs. Moreover,

we also considered the future SDNTNs [MMR+14]. This contribution was based

on the research carried out a posteriori of the presentation of the SID model.

4. Enhancement of the SID analytical model: Due to the lack of accuracy that

existed between the analytical model predictions of the SID model, and the

results obtained from simulations, we introduced a slight modification of the

SID model mean-field equations not applied before. As a consequence, we

improved the theoretical predictions with respect to stochastic simulations

[RMC14]. In addition, the new epidemic threshold that we defined can be

generalised to other networks and similar models.

It is interesting to note that the third and fourth contributions are derived from the

proposal of the SID epidemic model. Hence, it can be asserted that our contributions

complement one another.

Our network robustness contributions are listed below:

1. Quantitative and Qualitative Robustness Metrics (QNRM and QLRM): From

the network operator perspective, failures affect the number of established and

future connection demands. Considering both aspects (quantity and quality)

these two metrics were proposed to evaluate how network services could be

affected after different multiple failure scenarios. On one hand, QLRM quanti-

fies variations in the average shortest-path length of established connections,

reflecting that many key QoS parameters are functions of path length (delays,

packet loss, etc.). On the other hand, QNRM evaluates the number of blocked

connections [MCH11, MMCM12].
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2. Epidemic survivability (ES): Nowadays, with the increasing computation ca-

pacity and complexity of operating systems of modern network devices (routers,

switches, etc.), the study of possible epidemic-like failure scenarios has become

of paramount importance. When epidemics occur, such as in other multiple

failure scenarios, identifying the level of vulnerability offered by a network is one

of the main challenges. Therefore, we proposed epidemic survivability, a new

network measure that describes the vulnerability of each node of a network un-

der a specific epidemic intensity [MCR+13, MCR+14]. This metric was designed

according to the SIS (Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible) epidemic model. More-

over, this metric is able to identify the set of nodes which are more vulnerable

under an epidemic attack.

3. Epidemic criticality (EC): We introduced epidemic criticality, a novel robust-

ness metric suitable for epidemic failure scenarios [MCR+13], which is based

on the ES network measure.

4. Endurance: According to the Oxford dictionary, endurance has been used to

describe the ability of an organism to withstand an adverse situation in order to

remain active for a long period of time. We applied the meaning of endurance to

the context of a complex network with connections running over it. Endurance

computes the robustness of a network under multiple failure scenarios given

one or more QoS parameters (e.g. delay) or graph metrics (e.g. size of the largest

connected component) [MCTP+13]. Furthermore, our proposal gives higher

importance to perturbations affecting low percentages of elements of a network.

This feature is key when assessing the robustness of networks because such

scenarios are more likely to occur.

5. Deterioration: In [BMK+13, BMC+13], we observed that depending on the:

DCN architecture (physical structure), type of failure (whether it is random or

targeted), and specific percentage of the nodes failed, the level of robustness

according to a specific graph metric, computed from the largest connected com-

ponent might be different. Therefore, we proposed the deterioration metric, a

procedure for the quantification of the DCN robustness based on the percentage

change in various graph metrics. The deterioration metric can be employed to

evaluate the robustness of the networks where the classical robustness metrics

are inapplicable, such as the DCNs.

6. µ-A2TR: To complement the previous contribution, and given that classic con-

nectivity measures are inadequate for evaluating DCN connectivity, we pro-

posed µ-A2TR, a novel metric to characterise network connectivity in the case

of node or link failures [MBCK13].
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7. Cascading survivability (CS): To fully characterise the dynamic events (e.g. fail-

ures) that might happen in complex networks, we also modelled cascading

failures. As a consequence, we proposed cascading survivability, which char-

acterises how potentially injurious a node is according to a cascading failure

scenario [MCR+14]. In fact, CS is to cascading failures, what ES is to epidemics.

Therefore, with these metrics we covered the two main dynamic multiple failure

scenarios.

8. R∗: Despite the robustness of complex networks has been extensively studied

in the last decade, there was still lacking a unifying framework able to embrace

all the proposed metrics. In the literature there are two open issues related to

this gap: (a) how to dimension several metrics to allow their summation and

(b) how to weight each of the metrics. Therefore, we introduced the R∗-value,

which extracts the most informative robustness metric for a failure scenario

[MSS+14a, MSS+14b]. Given a set of robustness metrics, the R∗ provides a single

value in the interval [0,+∞]. In addition, besides finding the most informative

robustness metric, we adjust the initial robustness to 1, thus simplifying the

comparison of network robustness variations when failures occur.

9. Robustness surfaces (Ω): To complement the R∗, we proposed the robustness

surfaces, which allows network robustness variations of different networks to be

visually assessed, regardless of the failure scenario [MSS+14a, MSS+14b].

The results related with protection and recovery of network elements are:

1. Traffic-level community protection: Large-scale failures in telecommunica-

tion networks have been traditionally mitigated by attempting to preserve global

connectivity in the network. However, although communication inside commu-

nities may be of high relevance, their preservation is a challenging task. By defin-

ing a new concept of community, we introduced six novel community-based

strategies that, when working within a limited budget, are able to determine

which are the best candidate nodes to protect [TPMCM12, TMCM13].

2. High Epidemic Survivability (HES) and High Epidemic Survivability Adap-
tive (HESA): These two immunisation strategies were proposed in [MCR+13],

and are based on the ES measure. Under epidemic-like failure scenarios, net-

work vulnerability can be significantly reduced by using either of these two

proposals, compared to other existing methods.

3. Vulnerability Score: In order to propose several strategies for cost-effective

network performance improvement via differentiated repair times, we proposed
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the vulnerability score, which indicates how many times (on average) a node is

hit by an epidemic spreading (i.e. performs transition from the susceptible to

the infected state), given a specific epidemic scenario [MRM14].

Besides, although we have not based any of our contributions on complex networks,

several well-known theoretical models have been thoroughly studied. Their robust-

ness under multiple failure scenarios has been evaluated. Moreover, for instance, we

have identified which of these models represents more accurately specific types of

real networks. Finally, we have also proposed a multilayered graph model of the main

DCN architectures.
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8 Conclusions and Future Work

The aim of this thesis was to investigate, propose and validate new robustness eval-

uation mechanisms for complex networks. The main contributions of this work,

which are strongly related with the objectives that were defined (see chapter 2), are

summarised next:

1. Robustness metrics: we have proposed several robustness metrics, which have

been shown to be suitable to evaluate the network robustness under a wide

range of multiple failure situations. Besides, we have also presented a unifying

framework to visually assess the network robustness while considering several

robustness metrics.

2. Modelling of multiple failures: firstly we defined a multiple failure taxonomy,

that, secondly, allowed us to model several multiple failure scenarios. For in-

stance, we have considered random and targeted static failures, and epidemic-

like and cascading failures.

3. PHISON: In collaboration with Dr. Juan Segovia, we designed and implemented

our own discrete-event network simulator. The different modules that now

comprise PHISON have been added incrementally, according to the needs that

were arising during this work.

Not all the robustness metrics that we have proposed can be used to evaluate the

goodness of a network under each of the multiple failure scenarios that we have

considered. Depending on the underlying requirements that arise in order to compute

a robustness metric, it can be applied to either (a) any (e.g., endurance or R∗), (b)

static (e.g., deterioration or µ-A2TR) or (c) dynamic (e.g., epidemic criticality) multiple

failure scenarios.
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Regarding the last objective of this thesis,“present a categorization of the different

robustness degrees that distinct complex networks have”, it is worth noting that it has

not been possible to define such classification. The reason has been discussed in

[MSS+14b]: there is no universal metric able to quantify the network robustness. We

have found out that the network robustness varies depending on:

• The multiple failure scenario.

• The network that is under study.

• The set of considered metrics.

Therefore, the network robustness totally depends on the field or situation in which the

study is done. For instance, a telecommunication networks operator might consider a

set of metrics (e.g., jitter, delay, lost connections) to compute the R∗, while a power

grid engineer could possibly consider different metrics.

Finally, there are several issues that have been left for future work:

• The extension of endurance in order to allow more than one robustness metric

or Quality of Service (QoS) parameter as input.

• The re-definition of the epidemic survivability measure for the SID epidemic

model.

• A thorough investigation of which robustness metrics are more effective in order

to quantify the network robustness via R∗ of a specific type of network.

• A study of the scalability of the robustness surfaces (Ω) with respect to the

network size.

• A proposal of a network robustness refinement methodology, based on the

robustness surfaces (Ω).

• An investigation on whether there are other possible fields were our contribu-

tions could be applied. For instance, to characterise water distribution networks

or interdependent networks.
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Abstract

We study epidemic-like failures in telecommunication networks. A mean-field model taking two levels of

failure into account is introduced where infection, recovery and transition rates are node/link specific. Re-

garding the short-term epidemic outbreak, an epidemic threshold is stated in terms of the basic reproduction

number computed as the largest eigenvalue of a weighted adjacency matrix of the network. As to the long-

term endemic situation, we have proved the existence and uniqueness of a steady state. We check the

accuracy of the model by means of Monte Carlo simulations. To improve the level of accuracy, we propose a

slight modification of the mean-field equations which changes the way we compute the probability for a node

of acquiring the infection from one of its neighbors. As a consequence, correlations between probabilities of

different states are implicitly incorporated into the model giving improved predictions and being very close

to simulation-based data.

Keywords: Epidemic network models; Mean-field theory; Basic reproduction number; Steady states;

Stochastic simulations.

1. Introduction

Human history has been related to epidemics, being many civilizations ravaged by epidemic outbreaks

such as the Influenza pandemic in 1918, or the 2009 new flu strain H1N1 that hit the world leading a pandemic

with a large amount of infections and panic. As a consequence, the analysis and the use of epidemic models

have drawn the attention of many researchers of different fields. Realistic epidemic models take some spatial

heterogeneity into account that can be incorporated through the network of contacts for instance [1], [2], [3].

Although epidemic models were originally developed targeting biological populations/networks [4], nowadays

they are widely used in other contexts such us the spread of rumours/opinions on social networks, the spread

of digital viruses on communication infrastructures, etc.

In our high-tech society, people have become more and more dependent on communication networks,

either for business or leisure purposes. Moreover, this dependency is expected to grow considering the myriad
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Abstract 

In this study, the authors investigate epidemic failure spreading in large‐scale transport networks 

under generalised multi‐protocol label switching control plane. By evaluating the effect of the 

epidemic failure spreading on the network, they design several strategies for cost‐effective network 

performance improvement via differentiated repair times. First, they identify the most vulnerable 

and the most strategic nodes in the network. Then, via extensive event‐driven simulations they show 

that strategic placement of resources for improved failure recovery has better performance than 

randomly assigning lower repair times among the network nodes. They believe that the event‐driven 

simulation model can be highly beneficial for network providers, since it could be used during the 

network planning process for facilitating cost‐effective network survivability design. 
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Robustness surfaces of complex networks
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Abstract

Despite the robustness of complex networks has been extensively studied in the
last decade, there still lacks a unifying framework able to embrace all the proposed
metrics. In the literature there are two open issues related to this gap: (a) how to
dimension several metrics to allow their summation and (b) how to weight each of
the metrics. In this work we propose a solution for the two aforementioned problems
by defining the R∗-value and introducing the concept of robustness surface (Ω). The
rationale of our proposal is to make use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA). We
firstly adjust to 1 the initial robustness of a network. Secondly, we find the most
informative robustness metric under a specific failure scenario. Then, we repeat the
process for several percentage of failures and different realizations of the failure process.
Lastly, we join these values to form the robustness surface, which allows the visual
assessment of network robustness variability. Results show that a network presents
different robustness surfaces (i.e., dissimilar shapes) depending on the failure scenario
and the set of metrics. In addition, the robustness surface allows the robustness of
different networks to be compared.

The study of complex networks has attracted significant attention in the past decade. Critical infras-
tructures such as power grids, telecommunication networks or transportation networks, among others,
are complex networks which are omnipresent and play a pivotal role in ensuring the smooth functioning
of modern day living. These networks have to constantly deal with failures of their components, hence,
any disruption of the service provided might have a considerable impact upon sizable proportions of the
world’s inhabitants. Thus, understanding not only the structure, but also the dynamics of such networks
is of paramount importance.

Failures can be classified as being either random (i.e., accidental) or intentional (also referred to as
targeted or deliberated) [1,2]. Accidental failures occur as a result of random actions on network elements
(e.g., human-made errors or natural disasters). In contrast, in intentional attacks components are chosen
according to some criterion in order to maximize the impact of the failures (e.g., a Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attack). We define a failure scenario as the pair given by a specific type of failure (e.g., node or
link) and a given attack strategy (e.g., random or intentional).

For network engineers and operators it is crucial to quantify the tolerance of a network to a given
failure scenario. Robustness is defined as the ability of a network to maintain its total throughput under
node or link removal [3, 4].

Robustness metrics have been evolving since the advent of network science. Initially, several works
studied the robustness of complex networks by considering a single graph metric: efficiency [5], average
shortest-path length [6, 7], diameter [8], clustering coefficient [6, 9], node and link connectivity [10],
heterogeneity [11], two-terminal reliability [12], assortativity [13], betweenness centrality [14], among
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others. Later on, new metrics were proposed in order to capture advanced characteristics (i.e., by
means of spectral graph theory): symmetry ratio [15], algebraic connectivity [16] or spectral radius [17].
Furthermore, other works presented more contemporary metrics which were based on classical graph
features. For instance, the authors of [18] studied the robustness in terms of flow diversity, a metric
based on the shortest-path length. More recently, generic procedures to capture the robustness of a
network for the whole spectrum of possible failures have been presented. Metrics such as elasticity [3]
or endurance [2] quantify the robustness of a network according to a single throughput parameter.
Trajanovski et al., have proposed a framework to evaluate the robustness of complex networks, which is
based on the generic metric R-value [19]. From now on, we will use the conventions defined in Table 1.
According to [20], the R-value is denoted by:

R =

n∑

k=1

sktk (1)

where s and t are n× 1 weight and graph metric vectors, respectively, and n is the number of robustness
metrics. Thus, the R-value includes several graph metrics characterizing network robustness. However,
there are two open issues related to the normalization of the t metrics:

1. How to unify the dimensionality of each robustness metric of vector t in order to legitimate their
summation.

2. How to define the weight of each metric to optimally extract the most significant information.

In this work we propose a solution for the two aforementioned problems by defining the R∗-value and
introducing the concept of robustness surface (Ω). The former extracts the most informative robustness
metric for a failure scenario, while the latter allows network robustness variations of different networks
to be visually assessed, regardless of the failure scenario.

Results

R∗-value. The rationale of our proposal is to make use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (see
Methods). Given a set of robustness metrics t, we first define the initial robustness as follows:

R∗
init =

n∑

k=1

v̂kt
0
k = 1 (2)

where t0 is the set of metrics when no failures occur, and v̂ is a normalized eigenvector or Principal
Component (PC). We obtain v̂ from the procedure that computes the robustness surface (see following
subsection and Eq. 4). The fact that v̂ is normalized makes R∗

init equal to 1. Additionally, R∗ can be
computed when p% of elements fail as denoted next:

R∗
p =

n∑

k=1

v̂kt
p
k (3)

where tpk is the set of metrics computed when p% of failures occur. R∗
p takes values in the interval [0,+∞).

The difference between R∗ and R (Eq. 1) is that in our proposal the principal component v̂ gives
dimension and non-arbitrary weights to each of the metrics. In addition, besides finding the most
informative robustness metric, we adjust the initial robustness to 1, thus simplifying the comparison of
network robustness variations when failures occur.

Robustness surface (Ω). The robustness surface allows the network performance variability for a
given failure scenario to be visually assessed.

In fact, Ω is a matrix where the rows are the percentage of failures (P ) and the columns are the
distinct failure configurations (m). The list of percentage of failures P (e.g., P = {1%, 2%..100%})
denotes the range of failures for which the robustness is evaluated. A failure configuration represents a
realization of the failure process. The different failure configurations m depict the different subsets of
elements that fail for a given percentage of failures, with each subset being distinct from one another.
The robustness value in Ω[p][i], where p ∈ {1%..|P |%} and i ∈ {1..m}, is given by R∗

p (Eq. 3).



To obtain the robustness surface of a network given a failure scenario (e.g., node and random), we
define the following procedure:

1. Let Ap be an m × n matrix where p ∈ {1%..|P |%} is the percentage of failure. The goal is
to transform Ap into a smaller data set, i.e., a vector ωp of size m, while preserving the most
significant information. Therefore, we define ωp as a vector of size m × 1. ωp contains the set of m
values R∗

p computed when p% of elements fail.

2. To do so, we first compute the covariance matrix Cp of each matrix Ap. Then, we average the |P |
covariance matrices to obtain a unique matrix C̄. This allows us to obtain a PC independent of p.

3. We calculate the eigenvectors V and the eigenvalues D of C̄. At this point, the l most relevant
eigenvectors of V are taken as the principal components for each matrix Ap (see Methods for further
details). Hereafter we assume that l = 1, i.e., v is the eigenvector PC.

4. Then, we obtain v̂ by normalizing v:

v̂j =
vj∑n

k=1 t0kvk
j ∈ {1..n} (4)

5. By multiplying the principal component v̂ by each row of Ap we obtain a vector ωp of size m. Each
value of ωp is, indeed, R∗

p. Next, by iterating this procedure for all matrices Ap, we obtain a set of
|P | vectors ωp. Finally, we define ω′

p as a vector ωp sorted in decreasing order. Consequently, the
robustness surface is given by the following expression Ω = {ω′

1%, ..., ω′
|P |%}.

Although different failure scenarios (e.g, link random and link by betweenness centrality) provide
different v̂, each of them satisfies Eq. 2 because v̂ is normalized (as shown in Eq. 4).

Case study. Here, we illustrate the suitability of our proposal for evaluating the robustness when
considering several metrics. To do so, we study two real critical infrastructures: the Spanish railway
network (sprailway) [21] and the European power grid network (europg) [22].

We consider incremental and irreversible random and targeted attacks (e.g., betweenness centrality
(BC) or node degree). Link and node failures are considered for the sprailway and europg, respectively,
to show that the robustness surface allows us to compare network robustness independently from the
failure scenario. Link failures are caused randomly and by link BC, whereas node failures are caused
randomly, by node degree, the clustering coefficient and node BC. In both cases, |P | is set to 70, i.e.,
from 1% to 70% of failures. The presented results are obtained for 500 and 100 runs (m) for random
and targeted attacks, respectively. For each of the runs, a different realization of the failure process is
considered, i.e., a distinct subset of elements that fail according to the failure scenario.

We consider the following metrics: the largest connected component (LCC), the degree of fragmenta-
tion as a function of the number of connected components (only applicable to link failures), the average
nodal degree, the two-terminal reliability, the average clustering coefficient, the average shortest-path
length, the diameter, the average node BC, the average link BC and the algebraic connectivity. Therefore,
link failures have n = 10 while node failures have n = 9.

Table 2 presents the main characteristics of the two networks considered. Although both networks
have a different number of nodes and links, they show a similar average node degree 〈k〉, which is between
2 and 3. However, europg has a higher node maximum degree, what means that such a network is more
vulnerable to targeted attacks. The average shortest-path length 〈l〉 depicts that europg is about two
times wider than sprailway. Finally, both networks have a negative value of assortativity (r), which
means that nodes of dissimilar degrees are connected to each other.

Numerical results. The results of our work are presented in Figures 1 and 2. The x-axes show
the different failure configurations for which the n metrics have been computed. The y-axes depict the
range of percentage of failures (from 1% to 70%). At each coordinate (x,y), i.e., for each percentage
of failures and for each subset of elements that fail, the R∗

p-value is shown. In each figure the range of
colors expresses variability, with dark blue and dark red being the two extremes of each failure scenario
intervals. Since R∗

init = 1, i.e., the initial robustness is set to 1 regardless of the set of n chosen metrics,
our results allow a visual assessment of the robustness variation with respect to the initial conditions.
The further the value of R∗

p is with respect to R∗
init, the lower the performance of the network is. When

R∗
p is close to 0, the performance is considered to be totally deteriorated. Moreover, it is possible to
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(a) sprailway random
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(b) sprailway link betweenness centrality

Figure 1: Robustness surface Ω of sprailway when causing links to fail randomly and by link BC.
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(a) europg random
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(b) europg node betweenness centrality
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(c) europg node degree
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(d) europg node clustering coefficient

Figure 2: Robustness surface Ω of europg when causing nodes to fail randomly, by node BC, by node
degree and by the clustering coefficient.
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Figure 3: Robustness summary of sprailway and europg under the different failure scenarios. As to the
legend, L refers to link failures, whereas N refers to nodes.

observe R∗
p = 1 when p ≥ 1%, and the LCC of the network has similar properties to the initial network

(without failures).
Figure 1 presents the robustness surface Ω of sprailway in the case of random (Fig.1a) and link

BC failures (Fig.1b). Interestingly, the random case provides a smooth surface, while the targeted case
presents abrupt slopes. The latter is worth noting, because the presence of abrupt slopes in the robustness
surface means that there are network elements (in this case, links) that could be protected in order to
improve the overall network robustness.

In the case of europg, Fig. 2 depicts four robustness surfaces under different node failure scenarios.
Similar to sprailway, the random surface depicts a regular behavior. In addition, the targeted-based
cases depict rough surfaces. While Figs. 2b and 2c depict that europg is not robust under node degree or
node BC failure scenarios, Fig. 2d shows that the network keeps the initial robustness until more than
30% of the nodes have failed. This implies that europg is significantly more robust under failures by the
clustering coefficient than by other targeted strategies.

For some failure configurations, it is worth noting that R∗
p might increase at some percentage of

failures with respect to R∗
init, as observed in 10% or 20% of failures in Fig. 1a and in 20% or 30% in

Fig. 2a, as well as in the targeted-based surfaces. This result should not be misleading because it totally
depends on the set of metrics that are being considered for the study. For instance, while some metrics
might decrease as the percentage of failures increases, others might alternate increments and decrements
because they depend on the number and size of largest connected components (i.e., average shortest-
path length, diameter, algebraic connectivity, etc.). Therefore, the suitability of the robustness surface
remains intact, because the variability of the robustness can be assessed in any case.

Finally, to compare the robustness surfaces of both networks, and considering the different failure
scenarios, we average the values of each ω′

p of Ω. Thus, for each network and failure scenario, we obtain

|P | R̄∗
p-values. Fig. 3 depicts a summary of the results. Fig. 3a shows the curves of R̄∗

p of both networks
from 1% to 70% of failures. To complement the results in Fig. 3a, the variance is presented in Fig. 3b.
For instance, it can be observed that both random failure scenarios show similar behaviors, although for
europg the top of the curve is around 24% of failures. Therefore, our approach allows us to compare
different networks, regardless of the failure scenarios. This comparison could be done numerically, for
instance, by comparing the areas below the curves.

Discussion

In this work we present the R∗-value and the concept of robustness surface (Ω). The rationale of our
proposal is to make use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA).



The R∗-value solves two open issues in the robustness of complex networks field. Our proposal
extracts the most significant information from a set of robustness metrics. R∗ is the first generic metric
able to characterize the robustness of complex networks with a single value, while taking into account
several robustness metrics.

The robustness surface Ω provides a framework to visually assess the network robustness variability.
Moreover, it allows for the comparison of the robustness between different networks under distinct failure
scenarios. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first method of its kind to allow the visual evaluation
of the network robustness for a specific failure scenario, while at the same time considering several
robustness metrics.

Robustness surfaces are designed as a visual monitoring tool. First, our approach is applicable to
real-time monitoring of a network through a single value, when it is otherwise implemented according to
multiplicity of correlated metrics with possible inherent redundancy. Second, Ω can be a pivotal part of
a network robustness refinement process:

• Step 1: If the robustness surface presents abrupt slopes, then there are network elements (nodes
or links) which are weaker than the rest, for a given failure scenario. These elements could be
identified by means of traditional robustness metrics such as the betweenness centrality.

• Step 2: Enhance or protect the weak elements, for instance, by adding new links or applying
immunization techniques.

• Step 3: Re-evaluate the robustness of a network and, instead of comparing a large number of
robustness metrics, detect through visual inspection if the network robustness has been improved.

We believe that the contributions presented in this work will lay a firm foundation for future research
on the robustness of complex networks.

To conclude, the R∗-value shows that there is no single and universal robustness metric for a network.
Instead, the robustness varies according to the failure scenario and the metrics that are used to quantify
the performance of the network.

For future work, we plan to study the stability of the robustness surfaces with respect to network
size scaling.

Methods

Principal Component Analysis (PCA). PCA is a powerful tool to identify the most significant
information in a data table representing observations described by several dependent variables, which
can be inherently correlated. The goals of the PCA are to: (a) extract the main information of a data
set and express it by means of new orthogonal variables called principal components; and (b) compress
the size of the data set while preserving the most important information [23].

Let A be a data set of m observations of a vector-valued variable, i.e., A ∈ Rm×n. We define C as
the covariance matrix of A, which is denoted by:

Cn×n = (ci,j , ci,j = cov(colAi , colAj )) (5)

where i, j ∈ {1..n}, and cov(colAi , colAj ) is the covariance function evaluating column i and column j.
PCA works with the spectrum of C. Let vi ∈ Rn×1{i ∈ 1..n} and λi ∈ R be the eigenvectors

and corresponding eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C, respectively. The matrix V with all vi as
columns represents the principal components, and provides an orthogonal transformation to the PC
space. Furthermore, we denote D as a matrix with the eigenvalues in its diagonal.

Let Ṽ be n × l matrix, which only contains the top l of the most important principal components
(see Methods: Most relevant principal components of A for further details). Therefore, we can obtain
the transformed data ω = AṼ .

In our problem, each failure has a covariance matrix Cp, where p is the percentage of failure. We
perform the PCA on C̄ =

∫
Cpδp, in order to obtain the PC independent of p.

Most relevant principal components of A. In order to choose the l most relevant principal
components, matrices V (eigenvectors) and D (eigenvalues) must be column-sorted in decreasing order,
according to the eigenvalues in the diagonal of D. The importance of each eigenvector is characterized



by its energy quantum g. The eigenvalues represent the distribution of the energy of A among each of
the eigenvectors. The energy quantum for the jth eigenvector is the sum of the energy quantum across
all eigenvalues from 1 to j:

g[j] =

j∑

k=i

D[k][k] j = 1..n . (6)

Let Ṽ be an n × l, where l ≤ n matrix that contains the most relevant eigenvectors. Then, the
objective is to choose an l value as low as possible while preserving a reasonable high value of g on a
percentage basis. For instance, we have chosen l so that g is above a certain threshold α:

min{l ∈ [1..n] :
g[l]

g[n]
≥ α} (7)

In this work we have considered α = 0.9, from which we have obtained l = 1.
Simulation details. The computation of each metric has been done with PHISON [24]. The

simulations were performed on a Linux system with a 16-core 64-bit Intel Xeon processor of 2Ghz and
64 GB of RAM. The presented results are the average of 500 and 100 differently seeded simulation runs
for random and targeted failures, respectively. The figures have been plotted by means of the pcolor
function of MATLAB. In addition, the PCA has also been done with MATLAB.
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Table 1: Definition of the variables.

Variable Meaning

n number of robustness metrics
R R-value [20]
s vector of weights (size n × 1)
t vector of metrics (size n × 1)
m failure configurations, i.e., different realizations of the failure

process
R∗ R-value computed via Principal Components (PC)
t0 vector of metrics without failures (size n × 1)

R∗
init initial R∗-value (without failures)
v eigenvector PC (size n × 1)
v̂ normalized eigenvector PC (size n × 1)
P set of percentage of failures
p percentage of failures (p ∈ P )
tp vector of metrics when p% of elements fail
R∗

p R-value when p% of elements fail
Ap m × n matrix, i.e., m values for each of the n metrics when p%

of elements fail
ωp vector of R∗

p values (size m × 1)
ω′
p vector ωp sorted in decreasing order

Cp covariance matrix of Ap (size n × n)
C̄ average of the |P | covariance matrices (size n × n)
V matrix containing n eigenvectors v
D diagonal matrix with eigenvalues (size n × n)
l number of most relevant eigenvector
Ω robustness surface, i.e., |P | vectors ω′

p

Table 2: Main network characteristics. The table displays, from left to right, topology name, number
of nodes (N), number of links (L), average node degree ± standard deviation (StDev) (〈k〉), maximum
degree (kmax), average shortest-path length ± StDev (〈l〉) and assortativity (r).

topology N L 〈k〉 ± StDev kmax 〈l〉 ± StDev r

sprailway 169 190 2.24 ±1.09 8 10.49 ±4.64 -0.269
europg 1,494 2,154 2.88 ±1.75 13 18.88 ±8.73 -0.119
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Abstract

Our society nowadays is governed by complex networks, examples being the power grids, telecommunication

networks, biological networks, and social networks. It has become of paramount importance to understand and

characterize the dynamic events (e.g. failures) that might happen in these complex networks. For this reason, in this

paper, we propose two measures to evaluate the vulnerability of complex networks in two different dynamic multiple

failure scenarios: epidemic-like and cascading failures. Firstly, we present epidemic survivability (ES), a new network

measure that describes the vulnerability of each node of a network under a specific epidemic intensity. Secondly,

we propose cascading survivability (CS), which characterizes how potentially injurious a node is according to a

cascading failure scenario. Then, we show that by using the distribution of values obtained from ES and CS it is

possible to describe the vulnerability of a given network. We consider a set of 17 different complex networks to

illustrate the suitability of our proposals. Lastly, results reveal that distinct types of complex networks might react

differently under the same multiple failure scenario.

Index Terms

Network Characterization, Epidemics, Cascading Failures, Multiple Failures, Complex Networks

I. INTRODUCTION

Telecommunication networks, power grids, water distribution networks, transport networks or fuel distribution

networks are critical infrastructures that play a vital role in our modern society. Such crucial networks do not display

regular organizations, ergo they have also been addressed as complex networks. The study of complex networks not

only comprises critical infrastructures, but also any other kind of network with non-trivial features. Social networks,

biological networks, online social networks and mobile social networks [1] are solid examples of complex networks.

Our society of nowadays is governed by complex networks. For instance, people have become more and more

dependent on communication networks, either for business or leisure purposes. In addition, this dependency is

expected to grow, considering the myriad of new emerging technologies and services such as smart-cities, cloud
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computing, e-Health, the Internet of the Things, MANETs, etc. Consequently, the period of time for which a user

can operate terminals without network connectivity is becoming very short; and if a large-scale failure occurred,

it would impact a significant percentage of the world’s population. Another example is the online social networks

such as Twitter or Facebook. In August 2013 a single tweet of a billionaire investor made Apple shares rise over

$500 [2], showing how a single message can spread and reach millions of users within hours. These two examples

depict how important it is to understand the events that might occur on complex networks. From now on, in this

work we are going to use the term failure to refer to any event that causes disruption in the normal functioning of

a complex network.

Many different protection and restoration techniques for single failures have been extensively analyzed in recent

decades (e.g. see [3]). Furthermore, multiple failures such as natural disasters or physical attacks have also been

studied [4]. According to the taxonomy introduced in [5], there are two types of multiple failures. While static

multiple failures are essentially one-off failures that affect one or more elements (nodes or links) simultaneously at

any given point, dynamic failures have a temporal dimension. In this paper we consider dynamic multiple failures,

which we implement through epidemic and cascading failures. On one hand, an epidemic-like failure propagation

occurs when, at a given time, a node or a group of them start spreading an infection. In this case the failure (e.g.

infection) propagates through physical neighbors. On the other hand, cascading failures occur when a node (or a

group of them) fails, and as a consequence, other parts in the network fail as well due to an overloading of the

capacity. Cascading failures do not necessarily propagate through physical contact, i.e. one node failure can cause

a failure to a non-adjacent node due to the network load balancing.

In contrast with single failures, in the case of multiple failures it is nonviable to define proper reactive strategies.

Thus, since the reasonable approach to address such large-scale failures involves the designing phase of a network,

it has become of paramount importance to define new metrics able to evaluate the vulnerability of networks in the

case of multiple failure scenarios. Appropriate metrics can help network engineers and operators to detect the most

critical parts of a network. Although a new generic metric suitable to accurately evaluate the robustness in static

multiple failure scenarios has been recently presented in [5], to the best of our knowledge there are no metrics able

to evaluate the robustness under dynamic multiple failure scenarios.

In our previous work [6] we presented a metric called epidemic survivability. In this paper we go one step further

and we extend the work by considering broader type of failures: dynamic multiple failures. In addition, we extend

the number of networks considered for testing of the failure scenarios to 17, as compared to 6 in the previous work.

Consequently, here we consider 2 telecommunication networks, 2 Internet Autonomous Systems (AS) networks, 5

synthetic generated networks, 1 biological network, 3 social networks and 4 power grid networks. Our aim is to

take into account a wide range of different types of complex networks, and evaluate them under dynamic multiple

failure scenarios. Within this context, the main contributions of this paper are:

1) a new network measure called epidemic survivability (ES). This feature describes the vulnerability of each

node of a network under a specific epidemic scenario.

2) a new network measure called cascading survivability (CS), which characterizes how potentially injurious a
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node is according to a specific cascading failure scenario.

We believe that our proposals can be used by the network research community to evaluate the criticality of nodes

of a network under failure propagation scenarios. In addition, our metrics can be used to amplify general recovery

metrics such as [7].

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section II presents the set of network topologies considered

in this paper. In Section III we (a) introduce the state of the art related with epidemic failures; (b) review the most

well-known epidemic models; (c) present our new network measure called epidemic survivability; and (d) show a

practical example of how could our proposal be used. Then, Section IV (a) provides a background with respect

to cascading failures; (b) presents several remarkable cascading failure models; (c) defines our new metric called

cascading survivability; and (d) illustrates how to use the metric. Finally, Section V concludes this work reviewing

its main contributions and findings.

II. NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

In this section we present the set of seventeen network topologies considered in our work. These networks have

been chosen in order to represent a wide variety of complex network topology types. Generating representative

synthetic topologies is a difficult task (and it is not the objective of this paper). Thus, we have conducted an

extensive investigation and we have obtained seventeen networks from several sources, which are described next

(the name of each network includes the number of nodes):

1) abilene93 (Fig. 1a): a small network that has been chosen because of its underlying AS topology structure.

2) cogentco197 (Fig. 1b): a real telecommunications network that has been taken from the repository provided

in [8].

3) er400 (Fig. 1c): a random network that has been generated using the Erdős-Rényi model [9].

4) powerlaw400 (Fig. 1d): a power-law network that has been generated using the Barabási-Albert (BA, prefer-

ential attachment mechanism) model [10].

5) homoge400 (Fig. 1f): a homogeneous network (a network where all the nodes have equal node degree) that

has been generated, being a toroidally-periodic rectangular lattice of size 20 × 20. Although this network is

not a complex network, it has been considered for comparison purposes.

6) bt400 (Fig. 1e): this topology has been obtained by manipulating a previously generated topology using BRITE.

7) bo1458 (Fig. 1g): a protein interaction network for yeast [11].

8) col4158 (Fig. 1h): a collaboration network of Arxiv’s General Relativity category [12].

9) col8638 (Fig. 2a): a collaboration network of Arxiv’s High Energy Physics Theory category [12].

10) cost37 (Fig. 2b): a Pan-european communications reference network.

11) europg1494 (Fig. 2c): an approximated model of the european power grid network [13].

12) fb4039 (Fig. 2d): this network represents circles or friends list of the popular social network Facebook [14].

13) wspg4941 (Fig. 2e): a topology of the Western States Power Grid of the United States [15].
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(a) abilene93 (b) cogentco197 (c) er400 (d) powerlaw400

(e) bt400 (f) homoge400 (g) bo1458 (h) col4158

Fig. 1. Layout of 8 out of the 17 topologies considered in this work.

14) pgieee118 and pgieee300 (Fig. 2f and Fig. 2g): these two topologies are reference IEEE power grid networks

[16].

15) AS25357: an AS network from 2012 [17].

16) AS26475: this network is the largest CAIDA AS connected graph from the network set available in November

2007 [12].

The col4158, col8638, fb4039 and AS26475 networks have been obtained from the SNAP dataset [18]. The layouts

of 15 of the 17 topologies can be observed in Figs. 1 and 2. All of the networks are connected and considered as

symmetric graphs. It is worth noting that some of the networks were not connected, and a post-processing has been

done in order to obtain the largest connected component. Table I shows the networks that have been post-processed

because they were disconnected. Furthermore, Table II and Table III present several characteristics of this set of

networks, some of which are presented with their standard deviation. As it can be observed, we have considered

a heterogeneous set of networks with respect to the number of nodes, ranging from 37 to 26475.

The fb4039 network shows the highest average nodal degree (〈k〉 = 43.69), what means that every person has

an average of about 44 friends in this social network. The two AS networks (AS25357 and AS26475) present the
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(a) col8638 (b) cost37 (c) europg1494 (d) fb4039

(e) wspg4941 (f) pgieee118 (g) pgieee300

Fig. 2. Layout of 7 out of the 17 topologies considered in this work.

TABLE I

NETWORKS THAT WERE DISCONNECTED AND FOR WHICH A POST-PROCESSING HAS BEEN DONE TO OBTAIN THE LARGEST CONNECTED

COMPONENT.

Topology List of |N |× number of components

bo1458 1458× 1; 7× 4; 6× 3; 5× 5; 4× 10; 3× 25; 2× 101; 1× 24

col4158 4158× 1; 14× 1; 12× 1; 10× 1; 9× 2; 8× 6;

7× 8; 6× 12; 5× 17; 4× 30; 3× 98; 2× 177; 1× 1

col8638 8638× 1; 21× 1; 11× 1; 9× 2; 8× 6; 7× 11;

6× 8; 5× 21; 4× 45; 3× 67; 2× 264; 1× 2

europg1494 1494× 1; 1× 19

AS25357 25357× 1; 2× 5
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TABLE II

MAIN NETWORK FEATURES. THE TABLE DISPLAYS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: TOPOLOGY NAME, NUMBER OF NODES, AVERAGE NODAL

DEGREE ± standard deviation (STDEV), MEAN DEGREE OF FIRST NEIGHBORS ± STDEV, LARGEST EIGENVALUE OF THE ADJACENCY

MATRIX, MAXIMUM DEGREE kmax AND THE SECOND SMALLEST EIGENVALUE OF THE LAPLACIAN MATRIX (THE SO-CALLED algebraic

connectivity).

Topology N 〈k〉 ± StDev 〈d〉 ± StDev λ1 kmax µN−1

abilene93 93 2.88 ±2.71 6.76 ±2.76 5.016 12 0.07607

cogentco197 197 2.46 ±1.05 2.91 ±0.92 3.778 9 0.00858

er400 400 7.81 ±2.80 8.89 ±1.01 8.848 15 0.90416

powerlaw400 400 2.00 ±3.25 9.47 ±11.81 7.013 47 0.00463

homoge400 400 4.00 ±0.00 4.00 ±0.00 4.000 4 0.09788

bt400 400 3.74 ±2.17 5.44 ±1.61 5.195 11 0.01013

bo1458 1458 2.67 ±3.45 9.65 ±10.74 7.535 56 0.02126

col4158 4158 6.45 ±8.62 11.60 ±9.02 45.616 81 0.03530

col8638 8638 5.74 ±6.45 11.25 ±6.65 31.034 65 0.02441

cost37 37 3.08 ±0.85 3.31 ±0.45 3.399 5 0.15857

europg1494 1494 2.88 ±1.75 4.17 ±1.58 5.027 13 0.00170

fb4039 4039 43.69 ±52.41 105.55 ±91.30 162.373 1045 0.01812

wspg4941 4941 2.66 ±1.79 3.96 ±1.93 7.483 19 0.00076

pgieee118 118 3.03 ±1.56 3.95 ±1.13 4.105 9 0.02714

pgieee300 300 2.72 ±1.54 3.86 ±1.71 4.126 11 0.00938

AS25357 25357 5.91 ±48.03 659.73 ±827.98 103.361 3781 0.10768

AS26475 26475 4.03 ±33.37 471.27 ±644.72 69.642 2628 0.02043

highest mean degree of first neighbors (〈d〉) and maximum degree (kmax), i.e. in AS25357 there is an AS that is

connected to other (kmax) 3781 ASes, and some of them have a high node degree as well. A high kmax is an

indicator of vulnerability, depicting that removal of such a node could seriously damage the network. Networks

with high values of the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix (or spectral radius, λ1) and algebraic connectivity

(µN−1) are more robust. In this case, the fb4039 network shows the highest spectral radius and the er400 presents

the highest algebraic connectivity. For this reason, these two networks are supposed to be most robust than the rest

of them in the case of failures.

Regarding the average shortest-path length (〈l〉) it is shown that two power grid networks (europg1494 and

wspg4941) have the higher values and consequently are more vulnerable. This is due to the fact that, traditionally,

power grid networks have a tree-like structure. Furthermore, the average node betweenness centrality (〈b〉) of cost37,

cogentco197 and abilene93 shows that these three topologies have an excess of centrality measures for some nodes,

indicating the vulnerability of networks under targeted failures. The absence of 3-cycles in the clustering coefficient

(〈C〉) measurements reveal that the homoge400 and cost37 lack two-hop paths to re-route the traffic in case of

failure of one of its neighbors. Finally, networks with negative values of assortativity (r) have an excess of radial

links, i.e., links connecting nodes of dissimilar degrees. Such a property is typical of technological networks [19].
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TABLE III

NETWORK FEATURES. THE TABLE DISPLAYS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: TOPOLOGY NAME, AVERAGE SHORTEST PATH LENGTH ± STDEV,

NORMALIZED AVERAGE BETWEENNESS CENTRALITY ± STDEV, AVERAGE CLUSTERING COEFFICIENT ± STDEV, AND ASSORTATIVITY

COEFFICIENT |r| ≤ 1.

Topology 〈l〉 ± StDev 〈b〉 ± StDev 〈C〉 ± StDev r

abilene93 3.92 ±1.32 0.0529 ±0.0551 0.51 ±0.48 −0.5130
cogentco197 10.52 ±5.09 0.0585 ±0.0665 0.12 ±0.32 +0.01956

er400 3.13 ±0.73 0.0103 ±0.0037 0.02 ±0.07 −0.07229
powerlaw400 6.01 ±2.16 0.0175 ±0.0594 0.64 ±0.47 −0.16512
homoge400 10.03 ±4.10 0.0276 ±0.0000 0.00 ±0.00 +1.0000

bt400 10.12 ±4.21 0.0202 ±0.0357 0.16 ±0.27 −0.29646
bo1458 6.81 ±2.04 0.0039 ±0.0110 0.56 ±0.47 −0.20954
col4158 6.04 ±1.57 0.0012 ±0.0034 0.71 ±0.35 +0.63919

col8638 5.94 ±1.50 0.0005 ±0.0015 0.65 ±0.37 +0.23892

cost37 4.05 ±1.90 0.0782 ±0.0756 0.00 ±0.00 −0.01510
europg1494 18.88 ±8.73 0.0119 ±0.0304 0.27 ±0.40 −0.11965
fb4039 3.69 ±1.19 0.0006 ±0.0116 0.62 ±0.20 +0.06358

wspg4941 18.98 ±6.50 0.0036 ±0.0160 0.32 ±0.44 +0.00346

pgieee118 6.30 ±2.81 0.0457 ±0.0723 0.22 ±0.36 −0.15257
pgieee300 9.93 ±4.06 0.0299 ±0.0546 0.31 ±0.42 −0.22063
AS25357 3.39 ±0.70 0.0001 ±0.0020 0.73 ±0.36 −0.18540
AS26475 3.87 ±0.90 0.0001 ±0.0020 0.58 ±0.46 −0.19465

This initial network analysis of the considered set of topologies reveals that none of the networks can be considered

as the most robust for all of the metrics. Besides, the vulnerability of the networks is going to differ depending on

the considered type of multiple failures. As a consequence, it is necessary to define new metrics able to characterize

how robust a network is in a specific scenario. The following two sections present two new measures to evaluate

network vulnerability in the case of epidemic-like and cascading failures.

III. EPIDEMIC-LIKE FAILURES

Throughout the history of mankind there have been many diseases that have spread quickly, becoming an epidemic

or even a pandemic. As a result, many epidemic outbreaks have ravaged human civilizations from the Middle Ages

until today. For instance, the devastating Influenza epidemic of 1918 (the third greatest plague in history) claimed

21 million lives and affected over half the world’s population [20].

Epidemic models are used to model the spreading of events (e.g. failures) in several types of complex networks.

These models have been used in a wide variety of research fields. For instance, in [21] the authors used characteristics

of epidemic spreading to model the fire propagation on a forest. In [22], the authors used epidemic models to show

that emotional states spread like infectious diseases across social networks. In [23] it was shown that there are

certain network structures that facilitate the propagation of new ideas, behaviors or technologies. In the last years,
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online social networks (OSNs) have also been the focus of study. For instance, in [24] the authors studied how to

control virus propagation in OSNs. Finally, although no commercial references (or reports) have been found with

respect to the propagation of failures in telecommunication networks, several works have focused on analyzing

the consequences of epidemic attacks on the services provided by such networks [25], [26], [27]. Additionally,

a framework to eradicate epidemic failure has been recently proposed in [28]. Nonetheless, to the best of our

knowledge, no methods to detect the most vulnerable nodes of a complex network in the case of epidemic failures

have been proposed. Therefore, a first step would be to define network measures to characterize all nodes under

such failure scenarios.

A. Epidemic Models

Epidemic dynamics in complex networks have undergone extensive research [29], [30] [31], [32], [33]. As

a consequence, many epidemic models have been proposed and several families are described in the literature

(see Chapter 8 in [34], Chapter 17 in [35] and Chapter 14 in [36]). The first family, called Susceptible-Infected

(SI) considers individuals as being either susceptible (S) or infected (I). This family assumes that the infected

individuals will remain infected forever, and so can be used for worst case propagation (S → I). Another family is

the Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) group, which considers that a susceptible individual can become infected

on contact with another infected individual, then recovers with some probability of becoming susceptible again.

Therefore, individuals will change their state from susceptible to infected, and vice versa, several times (S � I).

The Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Susceptible (SEIS) model is based on the SIS model, and takes into consideration

the exposed or latent period of the disease (S → E → I → S). The third broad family is Susceptible-Infected-

Removed (SIR), which extends the SI model to take into account a removed state. In the SIR model, an individual

can be infected just once because when the infected individual recovers, becomes either immune or dead, and will

no longer pass the infection onto others (S → I → R). Finally, there are two families that extend the SIR family:

Susceptible-Infected-Detected-Removed (SIDR) and Susceptible-Infected-Removed-Susceptible (SIRS). The first one

adds a Detected (D) state, and is used to study virus throttling, which is an automatic mechanism for restraining

or slowing down the spread of diseases (S → I → D → R). The second one considers that after an individual

becomes removed, it remains in that state for a specific period of time and then goes back to the susceptible state

(S → I → R→ S).

Regarding communication networks, an extension of the SIS model, which is called Susceptible-Infected-Disabled-

Susceptible (SIDS), was proposed in [25] in order to overcome the limitations of the SIS model with respect to

optical transport networks. The SIDS model (Susceptible�Infected→Disabled→Susceptible) is proposed as one of

the first models to consider real telecommunication networks features and it relates each state to a functionality of

the network devices. In addition, other epidemic models have also been proposed for wireless telecommunication

networks [37].

In this paper we propose a new network measure taking into account the SIS model, which is characterized by

two probabilities: (a) β, the probability of being infected by an already infected node; and (b) δ, the probability of
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an infected node to recover and become susceptible again. However, our proposal can be also applied to any other

epidemic model and we plan to do so in the future.

Furthermore, according to [33] and from the following equation:

s =
β

δ
λ1 (1)

where s is the epidemic intensity and λ1 is the network’s largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix, which has been

typically used to predict network robustness, when s > 1 an epidemic survives and the spread of the infection might

never die. Thus, in order to obtain comparable results between networks with respect to our proposal (epidemic

survivability), s must be a parameter of our new measure.

In this work we have fixed s = 3 for all networks, in order to obtain comparable results, and we have obtained

a specific β value for each network from the equation β = sδ
λ .

B. Epidemic Survivability

Here we present our new network measure called epidemic survivability (ES). We define our proposal as the

probability for each node of a given network to be eventually infected (i.e., in a large enough amount of time

steps), given a specific epidemic intensity (s). This probability of each node asymptotically reaches a stationary

state, according to simulations and theoretical models. Epidemic survivability can be described as the proportion of

time for which each node of a given network has been infected for a given s, in a large enough period of time, as

shown in Eq. 2:

ESi(s) =
time for which node i has been infected

total time
i = 1, . . . , N (2)

where N is the number of nodes of the network. As a result, ES has a value between 0 and 1 for each node,

where higher the value, more vulnerable is the node under the specified epidemic scenario. Formally, from the SIS

model, epidemic survivability can be computed with the following equation:

ES∗i =
1

1 + (βδ
∑
j∼iES

∗
j )
−1 i = 1, . . . , N (3)

where ∗ means at the stationary state and j ∼ i is the set of neighbors of node i. Here, it is assumed that δ and

s are given as parameters and β is obtained from the equation β = sδ
λ1

. Thus, it can be observed that Eq. 3 is a

recursive formula and must be initialized with a value. We define this initialization of the probabilities in Eq. 4:

ES∗i,approx = (1− 1

s
) i = 1, . . . , N (4)

which corresponds to the solution of Eq. 3 for the case of a homogeneous/regular network. Moreover, a procedure

for computing epidemic survivability is provided in Algorithm 1. As it can be observed, the method requires five

parameters: the network G and four constants (s, δ, k and tol). The first two steps (lines 3 and 4) compute the

largest eigenvalue of the given network and thus obtain the β value of the epidemic model. Then, all probabilities
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are initialized as stated in Eq. 4 (lines 5 to 7). Therefore, in the main loop of line 8 the new probability of each

node is computed as defined in Eq. 3 (lines 9 to 11). After that, the absolute error is checked (lines 12 to 14)

and if it results lower than the given tolerance (tol) then the algorithm ends, and returns the array containing the

epidemic survivability of each node of the network. If the absolute error is still higher than tol another iteration is

performed.

Algorithm 1 Compute epidemic survivability.
Require: s ≥ 1, d > 0, k > 0, tol > 0, connected G

1: Input: a graph G and the constants s (epidemic intensity), δ (repairing rate), k (maximum number of iterations)

and tol (tolerance).

2: Output: an array containing the epidemic survivability of each node.

3: λ← spectralRadius(G) {largest eigenvalue}
4: β ← s∗δ

λ

5: for all v ∈ vertexSet(G) do

6: PES [v] = (1− 1
s )

7: end for

8: for c = 1→ k do

9: for all v ∈ vertexSet(G) do

10: Paux[v] =
1

1+( βδ
∑
j∼v PES [j])

−1

11: end for

12: if (‖Paux − PES‖) < tol then

13: break

14: end if

15: PES ← Paux

16: end for

17: return PES

C. The distribution

When computing the epidemic survivability for the nodes of a network, according to a specified set of parameters,

it is interesting to analyze the distribution of ES values. If these values are sorted, for example, in descending order,

it facilitates the comparison between network topologies when considering the same failure propagation scenario

for all of them. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 3 which displays the epidemic survivability distribution, the

ES of each node, for the 17 networks in a specific epidemic scenario. As can be observed, the two AS networks

(AS25357 and AS26475) together with the two collaboration networks (col4158 and col8638) show the lowest

ES distributions, demonstrating that such networks are more robust than the rest of networks, in the case of an

epidemic-like failure with epidemic intensity s = 3.
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Fig. 3. Epidemic survivability distribution, sorted from major to minor values, of all networks. In this case the set of parameters has been:

s = 3, δ = 0.3, k = 2000 and tol = 1e−8. The X-axis shows the nodes of the network, their index not showed for the sake of clarity.

It is worth noting that different types of complex networks show different ES distribution curves. While AS and

collaboration networks show power-law-like curves, power grids, telecommunication networks, synthetic networks

and the biological network depict more smooth-decreasing curves. On one hand, curves showing a rapid decrease

(i.e. power-law-like profile) would be expected in complex networks regarding critical infrastructures. This is due

to the fact that only a small portion of the nodes of the network would be highly vulnerable, and consequently, it

would require less effort (e.g. economical) from the network engineer or operator to protect it. On the other hand,

regarding social networks one could expect different curve profiles, depending on the purpose of the social network

(e.g. a country’s government interested in controlling its social networks would prefer flatter curves, because there

would not be any node with a high spreading potential).

IV. CASCADING FAILURES

A cascading failure event is typically triggered by a single point of failure (i.e. one component) that leads to

a domino effect, causing other parts of the network to fail. When such failures occur they can affect significant

percentages of the world’s population. For instance, according to [38], in 2012 a cascading failure in North India

left more than 300 million people without power.

Cascading failure models have been used to understand these dynamic multiple failures in different types of

complex networks. The power grids are the most remarkable example where cascading failures can occur. There
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are several works which have studied the impact of cascading failures on different power grids: Italy [39], North

America [40] and Europe [41]. However, cascading failures are not limited to power grids, but any load/capacity

related complex network. For example, the authors of [42] stated that two types of cascading failures can occur

in backbone telecommunication networks. Other works such as [43] and [44] have focused on the IP layer and

optical layer of communication networks, respectively. Moreover, cascading failures have been also studied in

socio-technological networks [45]. Other examples of cascading failures include biological, electronic and financial

networks.

Although the authors of [46] proposed a robustness metric for power grid networks in the case of targeted attacks,

to the best of our knowledge, there is not any metric which can be generally applied to any kind of cascading

failure or complex network. Therefore, with the purpose of providing the network scientific community with such

a measure, in this section we define cascading survivability.

A. Cascading Failure Models

Cascading failures have been extensively studied in the literature. Some of the most well-known models are

presented next. In [47] one of the first cascading failure models was presented, which focused on random complex

networks. Contemporarily, the authors of [48] presented a simple but functional model. Later on, the model was

enhanced in [49] by keeping an auxiliary cost matrix related with the efficiency metric [50], [51]. Furthermore,

in [52] the authors proposed an analytically tractable loading-dependent cascading failure model. In [53] an AC

blackout model representing most of the interactions observed in cascading failures was presented. Recently, in

[54] a cascading failure model for inter-domain routing systems was presented. Moreover, the authors proposed

two metrics to assess the impact of a cascading failure: the proportion of failure nodes and the proportion of failed

links.

As previously stated in this work, our objective is to define a metric able to characterize the vulnerability of

the elements of a network (i.e. in this case nodes) under cascading failures. To do so, we have chosen the model

presented in [48]. According to this model, each node j is related with a load Lj . The load at each node is the

node betweenness centrality, i.e. the number of shortest paths passing through the node. Then, the capacity can be

defined as a proportional value to the initial load Lj , as denoted by Eq. 5:

Cj = (1 + α) · Lj j = 1, 2, . . . , N (5)

where N is the number of nodes of the network and α, the tolerance parameter of the model, is a constant that must

be α ≥ 0. This parameter is related with the concept of capacity dimensioning of a network, which is of paramount

importance at the designing phase of a network (e.g. a critical infrastructure such as a power grid). An appropriate

level of over-dimensioning can prevent a network from cascading failures. However, a higher α typically involves

a higher economical budget. Therefore, network engineers must seek a trade-off between these two factors.

As defined by the model in [48], we focus on cascades triggered by the removal of a single node. This event, in

general, causes changes in the distribution of shortest paths. As a result, after an initial node failure, the new load
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of the nodes (L′j) might be different from the initial load (Lj). Then, for each node, if the expression of Eq. 6 is

satisfied:

L′j > Cj (6)

the node j overloads and fails, which might cause subsequent overloading failures on the rest of nodes of the

network.

Finally, we note that in the results presented further in this section we have assumed an α = 0.05 for all networks,

with the purpose of allowing comparison among them.

B. Cascading Survivability

Our new network measure called cascading survivability (CS) is presented below. Cascading survivability

evaluates how potentially injurious a node is according to a specific cascading failure scenario. In other words, CS

can be described as shown in Eq. 7:

CSi(α) =
the number of nodes that fail if node i initially fails

all nodes in the network− 1
1 = 1, . . . , N (7)

where N is the number of nodes of the network. As observed, α is a parameter of CS, what means that for different

α distinct CS values might be obtained. Cascading survivability takes values in the range between 0 and 1 for

each node, where higher the value, more harmful is the node under a specific cascading failure scenario.

We have defined a procedure to compute the cascading survivability of the nodes of a network, which is presented

in Algorithm 2. As shown, the method requires two parameters: the network G and the tolerance parameter α. First

of all, the initial load and capacity of each node is computed (lines 4 to 7). Then, an initial failure is caused, for

each one of the nodes of the given network, one at a time (lines 8 to 20). For each initial failure (line 9) and as

well as at each step of the spreading of the cascade, (lines 10 to 19), the new load of the remaining nodes of the

network is computed (line 13). If the new load becomes higher than the capacity at any step, then the cascading

survivability of the node that initially triggered the failure is increased (lines 14 to 17). Finally, the CS of each

node is normalized (lines 21 to 23).

C. The distribution

When computing the cascading survivability for the nodes of a network, given a network and a specific α, it

is worth noting the utility of analysing the distribution of the CS values, as previously illustrated for epidemic

survivability in Section III-C.

By sorting the CS values in descending order it is possible to compare different networks, according to a specific

cascading failure scenario denoted by α. Fig. 4 shows the CS distribution of 15 of the networks considered in this

work, in the case of a cascading failure with α = 0.05. It is interesting to note that most of the networks show a

bimodal CS distribution. This means that the nodes of such networks can be clearly divided in two groups: harmful

and not significant in the case of a cascading failure. This behavior has been observed in other works such as [55].
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Algorithm 2 Compute cascading survivability.
Require: α ≥ 0, connected G

1: Input: a graph G and the constant α (tolerance parameter).

2: Output: an array containing the cascading survivability of each node.

3: N ← vertexSize(G))
{initializing load and capacity of each node}

4: for all v ∈ vertexSet(G) do

5: L[v] = NodeBetweennessCentrality(G)

6: C[v] = (1 + α) · L[v]
7: end for

8: for all v ∈ vertexSet(G) do

9: F ← add(v) {add node v to the list of nodes that are going to fail}
10: while F is not empty do

11: G′ ← removeNodes(G,F ) {removes from G all nodes in F . After the operation F is empty.}
12: for all u ∈ vertexSet(G′) do

13: L′[u] = NodeBetweennessCentrality(G′)
14: if L′[u] > C[u] then

15: F ← add(u)

16: CS[v] = CS[v] + 1 {increase in 1 the number of nodes that have failed due to the initial

failure of v}
17: end if

18: end for

19: end while

20: end for

21: for all v ∈ vertexSet(G) do

22: CS[v] = CS[v]
N−1

23: end for

24: return CS

Moreover, as observed, depending on the network the percentage of harmful nodes might vary. For instance, the

fb4039 and the er400 networks start the distribution around 0.9, however it is in the former where only a 5% of the

nodes represents a threat in the case of cascading failures, while in the latter it is about 55%. Finally, different types

of complex networks show different CS distribution curves, just like they show different ES curves as represented

in Section III-C.
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The X-axis shows the nodes of the network, their index not showed for the sake of clarity.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have proposed two new measures to evaluate the vulnerability of complex networks in two

different dynamic multiple failure scenarios: epidemic-like and cascading failures.

Firstly, we have proposed a new network measure called epidemic survivability (ES), which describes the

vulnerability of each node of a network under a specific epidemic-like failure propagation scenario. Besides, a

procedure to compute our novel measure has been provided. Sorting the ES distribution of values of all nodes

of a network in descending order, it is possible to analyze which nodes would be more vulnerable in the case of

an epidemic failure. Furthermore, using this ES distribution, network vulnerability can be compared for a specific

epidemic scenario.

Secondly, we have presented a new network measure called cascading survivability (CS), which characterizes

how potentially dangerous a node is according to a specific cascading failure scenario. In addition, we have provided

a procedure to compute CS. Then, as for the epidemic survivability metric, we have noted the inherent usability

related to the CS distribution.

Lastly, we have computed ES and CS for the set of networks considered in this work, being each measure

dependent on a specific failure scenario. Results have shown that distinct types of complex networks might react

differently under the same dynamic multiple failure. In addition, results have revealed that a complex network

might be more or less vulnerable, depending on the specific type of multiple failure scenario (i.e. epidemic-like
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or cascading failures). For instance, while the cogentco197 network shows a smooth decreasing curve of ES, the

same network shows a bimodal distribution of CS, where about 25% of nodes are not dangerous in the case of

cascading failures.

To conclude, the methodology that we have followed to evaluate the vulnerability of the nodes of a network in

the case of dynamic multiple failures might be used in further investigations, considering other types of failures or

models. This methodology is defined below:

1) Define the set of networks to be analysed.

2) Determine the failure scenario.

3) Choose a suitable model to simulate the failures.

4) Define the value of all the parameters of the model.

5) For each network, compute the vulnerability of the elements (e.g. nodes) of the network analytically or by

performing simulations.
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virus or malicious code spreading), which are commonly represented using epidemic models. This 
work conducts an analysis of the vulnerability of five core telecommunication networks subject to 
different epidemic attacks. The difference between the attacks relies on the method used to select 
the initial set of infected nodes. As a novelty, the investigation is focused on the initial stage of the 
epidemics (first 48 hours). The analysis is carried out taking into account the topological connectivity 
of the networks. Results are presented in two phases. The first one concerns the first 24 hours of the 
epidemics evolution and shows the reaction of core networks to different types of epidemic attacks. 
The second one is focused on the time frame between 24 and 48 hours and presents a study of the 
repairing times needed to eradicate the epidemics. Results show that the core telecommunication 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Nowadays the ubiquity of telecommunication networks, which underpin and fulfill key aspects of 
modern day living, is taken for granted. Significant large‐scale failures have occurred in the last years 
affecting telecommunication networks. Traditionally, network robustness analysis has been focused 
on topological characteristics. Recently approaches also consider the services supported by such 
networks. In this paper we carry out a robustness analysis of five real backbone telecommunication 
networks under defined multiple failure scenarios, taking into account the consequences of the loss 
of established connections. Results show which networks are more robust in response to a specific 
type of failure. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Network simulation has become crucial in the study of telecommunication networks. In this paper 
we present PHISON (Playground for High‐level Simulations On Networks), an easy‐to‐use discrete‐
event simulator whose features facilitate the study of diverse phenomena on path‐oriented 
telecommunication networks (i.e. based on connections). A key differentiation feature of PHISON is 
that it considers the dynamic aspects of such networks at a higher level than previous proposals. 
Hence, our proposal does not consider protocol data units nor user data packets. Its design 
considerations and implementation details are presented and, finally, two examples illustrate some 
of the functionalities of the network simulator. 
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